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ABSTRACT
We provide a s:lfstemat.1c analysts of thl:: consistency. stability.
convergence and accuracy of the numerical solution of the transport
equation by a general Eulerian-Lagrangian Method (ELM). Tbe method involves
three basic steps: the backwards trackln~ of characteristIc lines follo\1ing
the flow. the interpolation of concentrations at the feet of these lines.
and the solution of dispersion takirag su.:::h concentrations as ini tial
conditions. The first two steps constitute the Backwards Method of
Characteristics (BMC): the third step In'folves a time-discretization along
the characteristic l{nes, and a spatial c.'lscret1zation of the dispersion.
operator. both based on conventional techn~queF (e.g~. Euler or Crank-
Nicholson for t~me: finite-elements or finite-differences for space).
The choice of the spatial interpolator is shown to impact the
consistency, ~tab111ty and converg~nce. as well as the accuracy of the BMC.
Most interpolators ensure consistency. but only a few ensure stability.
hence convergence: stability criteria are derived from a newly developed
generalized Fourier analysis, which can account for non-linearities
introduced by quadratic grids. The comparison or formally derived
propagation and truncation errors, complemented by numerical
experimentation, provides a rererence for the choice of t~e interpolator,
given a specific transport problem characterized by prevailing
concentration gradients.
The BMC potentiates the use of large time-steps, well above Courant
number of order one. In the limiting case or pure advection. optimal
accuracy would be obtained Cor a At close to the total time of interest;
the presence of dispersion constrains, however, the !Size of At. especially
in the case of non-uniform flows. The comparison of the truncation errors
for the three bastc steps of ELM prOVides a reference to select At. as a
function ofAx Cl or the spatial l;tterpolators and time....dlscretizat1on
schemes. and of the gradients of flow and concentrations.
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SULIJTION OF ADVECrION-DOMINATED TRAJiSPORT BY
EULERIAN--LAGRANGIAN METHO~ USING 1liE BA(](W}..RDS MITHOD OF aIAr~CTERISTICS
SYNOPSIS
1. MOTIVATION AND OBJECfIVES
The numerical solution of the transport equation, describing the fate
of a passive scalar in a moving fluid. has been the object of intense
research for the past few decades. So much interest concerning an
apparently inoffensive (it Is even linear ... ) equation may seem, at first
sight. misplaced. However. there 1s a fundamental difficulty in the
solution of the transport equation. which results from the fact that, while
advection and dispersion are simultaneous processes. they promote mass
transport very differently: in the cuse of advection~ tr~lsport is aLong
characteristic line9 that follow the flow (in a way that depend~ only in
the past). while for dispersion transport is between the characteristic
lines (in a way tha t depends on both the pas t and the presen t ) .
Mathematically (see AppendiX A). this means the need to treat
simultaneously hyperbolic te~s (associated with advection) and parabolic
terms (associated with dispersion). a problem that no numerical rr~thod has
yet fully overcome. 11th the practical importance of simulating transport
mechanisms in fluid environments. this difficulty clearly justifies past
and on-going research ..
A review of al ternative methods for the solution of the transpo)' t
equation (AppendiX B) suggests that they fit into three major categories:
Eulerian (EM). Lagrangf.an (LM) and E-alerlan-LagrangiaJl (ELM). EM. which
historically were the first to be introduced and are still very popular,
have strong shortcomings in the analysts of transport problemB wher~
- 12 -
advection has a significant role vis a vis dispersion (the case for nmst
natural flows) and where sharp gradients in the flow direction can not be
resolved with a reasonable grid size (often the case for pollut811t
transport near sources or fronts) a In tunl. LN. which perform extremely
well for pure advective tr~~sport, run into practical difficulties whenever
dispersion has also to be solved_ and have hardly been used in the context
of realistic problems. ELM combine the best aspe·cts of EX mld LM, having
the potential to provide accurate solutions for the range of advection-
cominated to dlspersion-dom1nated transport problems.
Advection and dispersion are dependent cancepts (see qualitative
discussion in Appendix e). and distinguishing betwean the scales of flow
variability that contribute to each process may involve some ambi~Jity
(e.g., see [A2], [Rl]). In this study. we assume that such distinctioll was
made beforehand. and that the flow characteristics and the dispersion
coefficients are available to us.
As discus.ed In Appendix B. a few research groups have. in the past
few years. been very active in the study of ELI: these include Holly and co-
workers [112-84. KI-K2]. Benque. Hauguel and co-workers [DI0] I Neumen and co-
workers ["1-"3]. and Baptista and co-workers [AI, B1-85. 10]; otheT
relevant works in the .ubject are [Bl1], [C2]. [Gl]. [H1]. [Ll] and [VI].
While there are significant diffeTences amoDK the approaches proposed by
each group. thev all share the basic idea of solVing the transp,ort equation
in the nodes of & fixed Crid. but int~tlns In such solution ~.t
lnfo~tlon that 18 carried along characteristic lines that follow the
flow.
- 13 -
The conceptual procedure 15 illustrated in Figure 1 0 f~l I-D (actual
implementat1on~ of the procedure have been used also in 2-D. and could be
extended to 3-D). The concentrations at the nodes elf the con~utational
grid are found. at time n. through a three-step procedure:
- Definition of characteristic lines that start at each grid node. at
time n, and follow the flow backwards untii time n-l or a boundary is
reached.
- Calculation. by interpolation from known nodal concentration values
at time n-l (or at boundaries). of the concentration at the feet of the
cha:·acteristic lines: these concentrations correspond to the concentrations
at time n. 1£ advection was the only transport mechanism. More
importantly, they are also the correct initial conditions for the transport
problem. written between times n-l and n in Lag~ian coordinates.
- Solution of the transport equation in the coordinate system defined
by all characteristic lines. ~ing a. initial condttion8 the
concentrations at the feet of these lines.
To implement this procedure. EL~ typiC811y split the transport
equation. either in it. differential or in its time-discretized form. into
two sub-equations (advection and dispersion), solving the former through
the Backwards Method of Characteristics (BMC). using a choice of
interpolators, and the latter by a scheme that combines a finite-difference
or finite-element discretization in space with an Euler implicit or a Crank-
Nicholson (defined along the characteristic lines) discretization in time.
Virtually all methods have been used in connection with some local forward
- 14 -
tracking pro~edure, to handle gradients t!lS.t the basic E.LN can not h.aJldle.
Physical. chemical, or biological transport processes (source/sink terms),
if present. can be treated within the dispersion step, or as a separate,
fourth step.
Results reported by all groups have ~en extremely promi.sing,
suggesting that, for comparable costs, accuracy of ELM should n~ver be
worse than for EM. and ~s significantly better ~henever advection is
dominant over dispersion and sharp concentration gradients exist in the
flow direction ..
However. most reported result~ are based on nllJDerica.l exper1rnentation.
taking as a reference either (a) controlled but relatively simple test
problems (transport of lns~taneous sources. continuous sources or fronts
in I-D or 2-D uniform or "regularly" non-uniform flows (e.g .. instantaneous
sources in rigid-body rotation». or (b) realistic but mostly ~~controlled
(accuracy wise) applications (e.g., pollutant transport in eoastal waters
or in groundwater). This ha£ left significant gaps in the theoretical
foundation of ElJI. which raise pertinent questions concexan1ng bot}} the
relative merits of different ELM. and how accurate and cost-effective any
ELM really 1s in actual applications. Unclear aspects include:
- l1&e coasistency, stability and convergence of FJUM and. In
particular. of the BMC.
- The dependllnce of ElJI accuracy on controllt~ parameters, related
both to the discretization or the d0llB1n and to the nature of the transport
problem.
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- The dependence of ELM accuracy and efficiency on the choice of
specific techniques for the tracking of the characteristic lines, for the
spatial interpolation of the feet of these lines, and for the time-
discretization of the governing equation.
The general objective of our research has been to extend the
understanding of these different issues, and use this understanding to
improve current modeling ability of the transport equation by ELM. A
significant emphasis has been given to the solution of advection. which is
commonly accepted as a critIcal step of the overall procedure. The I-D
transport equation is usually taken as a reference, for formal
developments.
2. RESEARO{ OUll.,INE
The thesis consists of this Synopsis and four self-contained papers,
[~B9]. In the Synopsis. we motivate the study and introduce its
objectives (Section 1). highlight specific contributions from each paper
(thiS section). present a &.~erale user's oriented. discussion of ELM
modeling of the transport equation. as we now perceive it (Sect1()n 3), and
reconmend further re.earch (Section 4): background on tIle mathemat tea.l
nature of the transport equation. on available numerical methods for the
solution of the transport equation, and on the role of advection and
dispersion. 1s presented in Appendixe. A. B and C. rerJpectlvely. Each of
the four papers discusses in detail one or a set of closely related
specific aspects of the research. as follows:
- 16 -
Fourier Analysis of the Backwards Method of Characteristics [B6]
TI11s is a methods paper. describing the derivation of a novel
technique (a generalized Fourier analysis) to predict the propagation in
time of amplitude and phase errors. A dirf'ct con!Jt::1quence of the derivation
is to unveil an internal source of non-linea.rities. that cha.racterizes the
BMC for quadratic and higher-order interpolating core elements. and should
also affect conventional finite-element techniques (using h1gher-than-
linear elements).
The technique described in this paper is extensively used by [B7-BB].
as a tool for the formal analysis of stability and accuracy of the BMC.
The consistency. 'taUl11ty and cODyergence of the Backward, Method of
Characteristics [B7]
This paper provides a systematic asse8sment (baaed on Taylor series
and generalized Fourier series analy81. of the BMC algorlthm~ and on Lax
equivalence theorem) of the ~l.tency••~tllty and convergence of the
BMC. and their dependence on the selected spatial interpolator for
concentratloDa. It 1s .bown that the BMC 1. consistent for all
interpolators that lit nodal concentrations elalCtly. and w111 Dot II 111
general 0 be consistent Eor those which do not £1 t these concentrations.
Stability. hence converpmcft. while independent oi the Courant number. do
depend on the interpolator. and have to be ...e.sed on an individual basis.
~tltative criteria for tht....es-.ent are derived frOM the generalized
Fourl~r analyst. or [86]. and used to show that all int~rpolators based on
Lacrana;e polynoalal. alone are .table and converpmt. but ~10B8 recently
- 17 -
proposed hybrid interpolators, based on Hermite polynomials with estin3ted
derivatives, are not.
The choice of the interpolator for the Backwards Method of Characteristics
[BB]
The choice of the interpolator to find concentrations at the feet of
the characteristic lines has been recognized as crucial for the accuracy of
the BMC. and [B7] shows that it also influences more basic properties such
as consistency, stability ~ convergence. This paper provides a
~stematic comparison of the most promising (or historically important)
interpolators. some of which were proposed by the author. The comparison
emphasizes the different trad~off. involved in the choice of an
interpolator. and provides reference 1nfo~tton (amplitude and phase
errors. and truncation errors) to allow the reader to make his own choice.
While 1 t is emphasized thA.t no optt...l choice exists. we suggest that ttle
flexible use of Lagrange polynomials of different orders (defined over
quadratic core ele.ents) strikes an attractive balance among cost.
convenience. and accuracy. The order of the chosen polynomial should he
based on the steepnes8 of concentration gradients.
The accuracy of Eulerian-J 'srorur;lan .tbodl [89]
This ta the only ~r that concerns the .olutton of the full
transport equation. It proposes the u•• of ELI that are flexible in the
choice of the ~tial interpolator lor advection and in the time-
discretization 8cheme for dt~r.1on. and provides the systematic analysis
of truncation errors for .~lected alternative choices of t~ese. This
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analysis is us~ to identify and show the influence of the parameters tlmt
c~ntrol accuracy. which are associated to ~th the physical problem
(concentratlorl gradients. mean veloci ty. veloc1 ty gradients) and to the
discretization in space and time of the computational domain (Ax. At).
Particularly relevant is the fact that. unlike in EM. optimal accuracy. for
fixed Ax, does not necessarily correspond to At ~ o. ~1teria to estimate
the At leading to optimal accuracy are derived. and discussed in the
context of the definition of the best computational strategy for ELM. which
involves not only the choice of Ax and At. but also that of the
interpolator and of the time-discretization scheme.
3. A USER'S ORIENTED GENERAL DI~ION
In the previous section we identified different individual
contributions of this research. Ie now discuss how these conl..!·1but1ons
can. as a whole. influence the attitude or modelers towards the solution of
actual transport problema. and increase the~r actual modeling abi 1 i ty.
First. however~ we .hould stress that. in spite of the extensive
research that ~ been done for some decades. the state of the art in the
modeling of transport mecbani..a Is not advanced en~ugh to allow the
establishement of a comprehenaive user'. guide. in the rOl~ of unambiguous
rules: the succe•• of each individual application depends on the ability of
the user to be aware of several available alternatives (sometimes poorly
undestood in te~. of their potentials and limitations). and to critically
choose the one(f,) that beat £1 t his need. and re.ou~ce8.
Ie would like also to e.phaalze that the first and a major concern of
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the user should be to characterize the physical problem. through the
definition of appropriate scales: in particular, what are the smallest and
largest scales of space and time that ace of interest, and. ~lth1n these
scales, how large are the concentration gradients, th~ velocity, w1d the
velocity gradients. The estimation of these scales 1s a matter of common
sense, given a correct perspective of th~ objectives of the analysts and
appropriate information on the environment where transport occurs.
However, formulating the mathematical problem in a way that is
unambiguously consistent with theme scales is a much more difficult task.
as discussed by [A2] and [Rt] in the context of ao-called filtering
techniques.
Our research a8SWDeS that the physical problem was (.,orrectly stated
beforehand, in such a way that not only the proper form of the governing
equation is known, but we also know how to quantitatively d1stingu18h
between advection and dispersion. and what are the minimum wavelengtlls and
period (L and T , say) that we want to capture.
m II
From the theory of digi tal signal processing, we know that the
coarsest grid that can r~.otue ~ll the relevant scale. of the transport
problem is characterized by Ax = L /2 and At = T /2. However. no available
11 m
numerical IDethod can correctly propa.ga.te the L wavelength in sue!} a grid;
m
indeed, depend1ns on the nUJDerlcal technique being used. on the actual At
to be chosen. and on the tl.e Eor wb.lch L w1ll per.let as a relevant
II
wavelength (which depends on the impor~ce of dispersion), Ax will often
have to be chosen one or IBOre orders of nagn1 tud" slIQller than L , to
m
ensure proper propasatton.
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If we were not constrained by available resources (in particular.
computational time and memory. and round-off errors). any convergent
numerical method would be appropriate for the solution of the problem; we
would only need to take !x and At "small enough". Because available
resources are 11mi ted. 0 though. we of ten want to rationalizt:: our clloice of
the numerical method and of the discretization in space and time. so as to
be as "accurate" as possible. but at the lowest (or. more !limply. at a
feasible) cost.
For problems where dispersion is dominant over advection. us1r~ an E}1
rather than an ELM. or vice-versa. will hardly affect cost or accuracy. if.
within each type of method. equivalent choices are made concerning the
representation of space and. time. The same is not true. however. wlien
advection Is dominant over diffusion. Indeed. in tills ca.se. ELM present
significant potential advan~e. by their flexibility in the choice of the
spece r~presentat1on (in the advection step) and by their ability to
accurately handle ve~ 1arse COu~t numbers (ifte .. for a fixed grid. to
use very large tille stepa). Whether these potential adv~.iltages will be of
actual practical interest, i.e .• whether better accuracy at a S~ cost, or
the same accuracy at a lower cost. can be achieved.. depends on the
variability of the concentration and flow fields (ELM will be cO~)arat1vely
mor~ and more efficient aa spatial concent~tion gradients in th0 flow
direction increaae). and on the ability of the lIOdeler to adopt the proper
computational strategy.
Our work ([88] and [BS] In pmrt1cular) indicates that none of the
available EIJI 1m "opt1..l". and SURest. that there are advan\..L.~.tes in
- 21 -
percei"ing them merely as specific implementations of R unique general
tool. whose flexible use should be encouraged. While apparently trivial.
this notion 1s of paramount importance for the cost-~ffective use of £04.
and it raises the question of computational strategy. in the sen~~ of
combining the choice of Ax and At with the selection of:
- the technique for the tracking of the ctmracterlstic lines
- the interpolator to find concentrations at the feet of the
characteristic lines
- the time-discret1zation algorithm
- the spatial discretization of the dispersion operator.
Tracking technique
The choice of the tracking technique plays n key role in the accuracy
of ELM. as tracking defines the coordinates along which the problem will be
solved. This fact has not. however. been widely recognized. most probably
due to the simplicity of the flow fields used in common test problems. As
a consequence. most t~klng algorithms are rather simplified (e.g .• see
Figure 2a). and. for non-unifora or unsteady flo•• , w111 impose th~ need to
use small time steps. 80 aa to avoid significant errors; this means that
the ability of ELM to handle CU > 1 t. effectively amputated. greatly
reducing the attractiveness or thea~~ methods.
Recognizing this. and ~tng advantase of the fact that the tracking
1s independent of the concentration field. [82] developed (in 2-D, and
allowing for irresu1ar finite element grids) a tracking algorithm whose
accuracy can be pre-lI11P08ed. in te.... of a .ax!.. ucla.tog error""'-see
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Figure 2b. The al~or1thm solves the ordinary differential equation that
def1n·es each characteristic 11n~ by a 4th-order Runge-Kutta scheroo. whose
time step. 6t < At. 1s made as small as necessary to satisfy the imposed
accuracy criterion. The algorithm has been shown ([B2]. [K3]) to b~
expensive but f.easible. in actual detailed computations of pollutant
transport in coastal waters. carried on in sUBll me.ch1nes (VAX 10-700 ~
J.lVAX-II) .
While the efficiency of the algorithm proposed by [B2] can be
improved. we suggest that its conceptual basis suits ELM extremely well,
and that similar ly accurate trackillg procedures 9ho'~lld be used whenever the
flow 1s non-uniform or UJUIteady. as the only way to actually take ad""antage
of ELM's inherent ability to h2udle large time steps.
Interpolator
The next option concerns the spatial interpolator to find the
concentrations at the feet of the charactelistic lines. This option has
been Widely recocnlz(!d 8.8 crucial for the accuracy of EI..,M, and. as stIch. a
variety of interpolator. have been proposed. as discussed in d~tail in
[88]. Ihile'we recosnlze that valid alternatives exist. we recormnelld the
combined use of quadratic and/or quartic Lagrange polynomials. def111t!d over
quadratic core ele.enta.
T1me-dlscr,tlzatlgn algorithm
Because the III: baa the potential to use large time steps. the FLM
time discretization ac~ ahould be chao.en so as to pre~erve this
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abi 11 ty. which may be particular ly difficul t in the case of 1~ ~.l-uniform
flows ([B9]). The use of a simple Eule~ implicit discretization, as in
[B2]. is strongly discouraged. An appropriate reference scheme is the
Crank-Nicholson (formulated along the characteristic lines), but a three
time-levels scheme (presumably a Richardson extrapolation, fo~mulated along
characteristic lines) may also be considered as a way to further increase
the allowed At--[B9].
Space discretization of the dlspersign operator
The space discretization of the dispersion operator is usually not
critical for accure..CYe but does influence the choice of the interpolator
for the advection step. as it determines which types of core elen~nt will
be convenient to use. We suggest that. as a reference, the use of a
discretization scheme (finite element Galerkin. or centered finite
differences) that allows a convenient implementation of interpolators with
quarlratic core elements.
ComDu!:lt t 101_1 , t rangy
Given the above general options (which already imply sc~ preliminary
selection. not exempt ~r subjectivenes.), how should one define an
appropriate computational strategy. for a ~clrlc application? While this
question have no unique &ns"er o and ldent1fyins an optimal strategy may y'et
be far from the reach of current knowledge, the present research may
prOVide useful lnstlht and some actual guidance in this matter. In
particular, we sugest that the conceptual deci81on-..king procedure
illustrated in F1sure 3 be followed .. clo••ly .. practically feasible.
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This procedure is to be conducted prior to the actual numerical
computation: it relies strongly on qualitative and quantitative information
generated through this research ([B5-B9]). Formal extensions or judicious
extrapolations may. however. become necessary depending on the specific
application. We note that the procedure implicitly assumes that:
(a) If some concentration and veloc1 ty gradients in space arId/or t ilne
are not going to be well propagated by the numerical solution. it makes no
sense to pretend. at the level of the formulation of the governing equation
and establishement of initial and boundary conditions. that this is not so,
by keeping the associated space and time scales. We suggest that such
scales be explicit"ly filtered out. to avoid uncnntrolled numerical nor--
linearltles: as shown by [A2] and, especially, [Rl]. this should lead to a
reformulation of the governing equation, but not to a significant change of
its mathematical nature.
(b) For an imposed level of r~.olut1on of the physical problem (or.
similarly, of accuracy or the numerical procedure). the most significant
trade-orEs in the implementation of ELM are (1) the choice of Ax versus the
spatial interpolator for ~~e advection solution. and (2) the choice of At
versus the time-discretization scheme. While taking larger Ax and higher
order interpolators, and larger At and higher-order t1me-diecret17ation
schemes, will often payoff in the pre.~nce of sharp gradients and
advectton-dominated problems. the rev~rse may often be true for strongly
dirruslon-dominated probl....
Some of the steps of this conceptual procedure are now discussed:
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Characterization of the physical problem
The physical problem should. for the sake of t;le choice of a.
computational strategy. be characterized in terms of the following main
scales:
l - a length scale characterizing concentration variability
c
U - a velocity scale for the mean (in space) flow
AU - a velocity scale for flow non-uniformities
l - a length acale characterizing flow non~iformlt1es
u
D - a scale for the dl~ralon coefficient
In addition. and a88UJDing that a filtering technique (e.g. t: [A2] and
[Rl]) was used t':J 2sta.b11sh the governing equation. we will need to know
which were the minimum waveleQKth. L • and period, T • that were elected tc
• •
be explicitly represented in the Fourier description o~ concentrations and
flow.
Figure ~ 111u.t~te. the definition of the.e Neale. (except L and
m
T
m
>t in the case of the relatively alllple problea of the transport of an
instantaneou8 .•ource (a eau8E-hl11) in a con8tant-ehea.r flow. I!1 lOOTS
complex probl.... it .., be u.eful to divide the coapu~t1onal domain into
different zones, each Characterized by different scale•.
Selection ot the ~tlal interpolator and or the tl-e-d1scretization schen~
We ....t tlat • quadratic Lqranae interpolator. and a Crank-
Nicholson dl.cretlzatlon 8CM.e be taken .. reference techniques. If
nece...ry or appropriate, each or both the8e optloD!j can ~ changed. and we
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do recommend trat this be at lea9t considered unless the cost of the
reference technique 1s Ins1gn1flcant~ It slould be stressed that changing
the interpolator does not necessarily imply cha.Jlging the tiroo-
discretization (or vice-veraa), and, indeed, cr~ing each of these at a
time 1s probably the best way to identify the most appropriate
computational strategy.
It should also be noticed that, if conside~ly different
concentration gradients are present in different zones or the computational
domain, it 1IIB.y be advantageous to use both quadratic and quartic
interpolators, the former in the zones of .1lder gradients, and the latter
in the zones of la~er gradients (e.g., near sources). In the same
perspectlv~, 1£ the time variabl1i~ of concent~t1on gradients wld
velocities and velocity sradients 19 s1sn1f1cant, it may be advantageous to
change the time-d.iscretizat1on scheme (or the At) per1odl~11y.
Selection or Ax and At
Once both the phy.l<:al probl.. and the solution technique are
characterized. Ax (loo..ly taken here .. II. characteristic nodal spa.c1ngll in
some relevant space direction(s)} and At can be rationally estimated b~' a
proper combination of the information provided in [86-89] (or its farrral or
coamon-senae exten.e ion tt~ .ul t l-dliMmBions). The approach the. t we propose
1s to
(1) bf1U118 At sa larp .. po••lbl. (conal.tent with phya1cs). and
eetl118.te a "repre...tatlv." DUBlber 01 t1.e step_. N • T/At. where T 1s the
expected duration for which wav•• of lencth L r-.tn a slplricant
• •
-~-
component of the whole solution.
(2) Use N and L to define Ax, so as to meet some p~e-get criterion
m
for the amplitude and phase ~rrors in the propagation of the wave with
length L (based on plots of amplitude and pha~e errors p such as those
m
presented in [BS], from the Fourier analysis procedure derived by [B6]).
We suggest that the error criterion be quite strict, calling for errors in
the order of a few perceut, at most. If L can not be correctly
m
propagated, this should influence the characterization of' the pllysical
problem, rather than being left as an uncontroled numerical errol.
(3) Re-evaluate At, by minimizing the total truncation error (i.e .. by
matching the order of magnitude of the truncation errors due to the
interpolation of concentrations at the feet of the cha~terlstic lines and
due to the time-discretization). [89] provide theoretical support for the
estimation of the truncation errors. ~ed on Taylor series analysis; the
procedure requires the knowledge of leU, AU. t , and D. as well as !xL
c U
(4) Re-iterate as necessary (changing At will change N. which wa.s used
in (~) to estimate Ax).
Irregular sr1da and/or the presence of d1ffer~nt scales of interest,
regionally distributed. are recogni%ed difficulties in the implementation
of the ~ve procedure. It is tentatively suggested tl~t dlfrer~nt zones
be cOnBld~red within the domain. in each or which a different choice of Ax
lilly resul t. and that At be chosen itO as to Minimize the truncation error .t. n
the critical zone (or. if all truncattun errors are stml1ar i that the
lar~e.t At be chosen).
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Estimation of required re8ourC8a
The present work doe. not contribute in W"jY specific way t.u the
estimation of the required resources (computer time and memory). 1nese
resources clearly increeae as Ax and At decrease. in a way thEbt, exc~pt for
the tracking algor1 thm. can be found through code--dependent counting of
operations and array sizes. Beca':.1se of the seli-con,,:rol that the trackirlg
algor! thm has on its accuracy. resources reqUired by this task wi 11
significantly increase with the variability of the flow in spa~e and time,
and experience sho\'ld play a key role in their eetiDBtion.
Each paper contains, as appropriate, recommen1Btlons for further
research in its specific area or interest. Here. we simply suggest that a
cri tical ~xaminatton or the conceptual dec18ion-mal:ing procedure
illustrated in Figure 3 provide. a good reference for more general/applied
recoaaendatlons.
Specifically••tap_ for r~rtber advancament in our ability to solve
the transport equation involve:
- A better understaDdlns of how to define the physical problem, eLnd,
in particular. how to incorporate our .calea 01 interest ill the formulatioIl
or the mathematical prdbl... thr~ a proper di8tlnction between which
part of the flow 1. explicitly represented as advection. and which part
contribute. to diaper.ton (in the line of the ffOrk by [A2] and [Rl]).
- The developamt and application of EUI -odel. in a wide r~e of
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engineering and environmental problems. None of the presently available EU4
codes 1s. in uur perspective. r lex1ble enough to fully explore thf:
potentials of the method. in the brOAd perspective that we defended in the
previous section: however. at lea3t the two-Qimensional finite elemant code
ELA ([82]). and. probably. other available codes. were developed in a \my
that can easfly accomodate the requ1red extens10ns . Each app11ca t ion
should be car~fully monitored with regard to: (a) accuracy (thiS is
recQgDized to involve some subjectiveness in the definition of error
meamureB, and considerable difficulty in the collection of reference data);
(b) cost (expressed at least in terms of computational time and memory
requirements): (c) practical difficulties in the implementation, and
effectiveness oi the conceptual decislon-making procedure of Figure 3, or
similar. The experience by individual users or groups should be
periodically compiled. and dtvulgated in the open literature (journals,
conference proceedlnss, specialized forums. etc).
- The further extenllion of our theoretical understanding of ELM.
Areas of particular Intereat include the ~valuation of tracking errors, the
verification of the validity in multl-dlmenslons of concepts developed
essent1a\ly in I-D. and the analysis of the ~ffect of grid irregularity.
Some work on the laat subject wa:. presented by [85], which, together wi tIl
on-going re8earch. strongly suaests that. whenever isoparametrtc mappings
are used to perform interpolations. the "improved lsoparametric DWlpping"
proposed by [el] ohould be used to avoid a strong 10•• of accuracy.
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Ftgu~e 1
Illuetratlve .ketch for E~lerian-Lacrangtanmethods
Required 8 tep. :
1. Irack1nc of the ~baDICt,rlltlc 11ne,. For each node j. s characteristic
line is independently defined by the backwards (i.e .• between n and i1-1)
solution of an ord1n~ry differential lIolut',on of the form dxt/dt :: u 1 .
2. Interpolation at the feet of the characterS'tic line,. Th"
concent~tlon at the foot of eL~ character1~tlc line 18 found by
interpolatiQD Ere. known Infonation em ne1shbor1ng nodes (time n-l).
3. Solution of the tranlpQrt equation. written in l.agrane:lanj,or.m. This
solution involves all nod•••1.ul~.ly.
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flow
Iw(,)
Figure 4 Illu.t~tlv. scallDi for the t~~por~ of a Gauss-htll
in a .hear flow: <a) COncent~tlon profile (side View):
(b) Velocity profile (top view)
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APPENDIXES1
1Adapted from Baptista. A. II., "Accurate NUJDerlcal JIodellng of Advection-
Dominated Transport of Passive Scalars, tt Lm:. Llsboa. 1996.
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APPENDIX A
On the MatheYilltlcal Nature of the Transport Equation
The detailed analysis of the mathematical nature of the transport
equation is beyond the scope or this work. The following brief discussion
should. howevet. be helpfl11 to thtJ understanding or problems arising il. the
numerical solution of this equation. and Is a motivation for Eulerian-
Lagrangian methods.
We take as a referenCe. wh1thout loss or conceptual generality, the
I-D partial differential equation
Be 8e a2cat + A(x. t) ax = B(x. t) ,. + C(x. t) c + D(x r t)
ax
where the coefricients B(x.t) and A(x.t)~repre.enting~ respectively,
(A.l)
dispersion and advection (or advection plus non~lform dispersion, see
[Bl])-~re of ~\al inter.at.
This equation is linear... revealed by the functional dependence of
the coefficients A throuah rfl. Hence. the extenalve body of lmowledge
2 th thAn n -order PIE i8 nonlinear when its coefficients depend on n -order
derivatives of the dependent variable; it t. quaa1-1infJlLr when they depend
th
on _ -order derlY9.tiv••• with 0 <• < n: and it 1. linear when they depend
on the independent ~1abl•• alODe.
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available on linear POE applies. and some general properties may be
assumed.
In particular. it is easily recognized that Equation A.I has a
considerably different behaviour. depending on whether B(xot) is or 1s not
null. Indeed. when B(x.t} ~ O. the equation 1s a second-order parabolic
POE. while it becomes a first-order hyperbolic POE when B(x.t) = 03 .
Hence. when B{x.t) ~ O. Equation A.I tas a mingle family of horizontal
characteristic lines (or. to be more precise. two colncident-~thus
necessarily horlzonbal--fam11ies). and Is associated with the initial and
boundary conditions diagrammatically represented in Figure A.I(a). The
function c(x.t) is ~etermined. at any given location of space and time. by
all the int tial data plus the data on the bolJlldaries which are on or beloVl
the relevant cl~~te.tstlc line. Hence. in particular. at any given time,
t. solutions at different space locations are all interrelated.
3Second-order linear or quasi linear POE of the general form
a2 v 82 v 82 v 8v
aCe) ~ + b(e) - + c(e) ~ + dee) -- +By ByBz Bz OZ
BY
+ e(e) Bz + f(e) V + g(c) = 0 (A.2)
where ee) represents some functional dependence. are classified au
hyperbolic iE b ) 4ac. as parabolic 1£ b = 4ac. and as elliptic if b < 4ac
(e.g .• [LI]. pp 12-13). Tha above criterion doe. not give any useful
lnro~tlon for flrst-order POE: however. hyperbolic equations are
identified .. those for which the Cauchy problell i. ~!l----vUiled ([Jl].
p 42). which 1. the case for Equation A.1 when B(x o t) ZI O.
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When B(x.t}=O. Eqc (A.2) has, again, a single family of characteri~tic
lines. Now. however. this number results from th~ order of the Equation,
an~ not from the coincidence of two families of lines; hence, in
particular, the characterlLtic Ij.nes do not have to be (and are not, except
in the uninteresting case of A(x. t) =: co) hOk-izontal. The requirements 011
initial and bounda~ conditions. and the domain of deper~~nce of the
solution are now completely different. as 111ust~ted in Figure A.l(b}~ In
particular, we note that the relevant initial or boundary conditions fully
determine the SOlution along each characteristic line.
The transi tlon between the parabolic and the hyperbol ie behavior of
the equation Iso from the above dlscuesioD, discontinuous (associated to a
singularity at B(x.t) = 0). Although this 1m fo~lly so. the actual
behavior of the solutions is hypothesized to change gradually as dispersion
becomes less and leas impor~t with r~rd to e~vection. This is in
agreement with the physics of the transport phenomena. and ~y justify the
frustrating experience of many modeller•• in the last decad~st while
solVing numerically the advectton-dc.1nated transport equat1on~
Hence. the idea of splitting the transport into a purely parabolic
dispersion equation and a purely hyperbolic fl.dvdction eQuation. and 301ving
each by a different method. beca-as appealing. and has indeed been
increasingly explored (Appendix B).
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APPENDIX B
Review of Numerical Methods for the Solution of the Transport Equation
B1. Introduction
The transport equation has been eolved by aeveral different n~rical
methods. which may be classified into three broad categories: Eulerian.
Lagrangian and Euler1an-Lqrangian.
Eulerian methods (EM) solve the Eulerian form of the transport
equation. at the nodes of a Eixed grid. This requires -;:he simul taneous
solution of hyperbolic (advecttve) and parabolic (dispersive) operators.
which has proved to be a hard task when the former dominates the latter.
Indeed. when advection dominates, "centered" Ell llften generate spurious
spatial os~illations (wiales) while "upwind" and ubalanced-dissipat1onH EM
introduce significant DUlDertcal dulplns.
Lagrangian IIethod. (UI) avoid the expllc1 t treatment of hyperbol Ie
operators ~ solvins the Las~ian form of the transport equation in grids
moving with the flow. This approach ts potentially very accurate, but is
made unatt~tlve or unfeaaible In many situations of interest
(e.g .• cuntinuo,-s sources and complex rever.tog flow8) due to practical
difficulties ...ociated with the arid displacement and deformation.
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Eulerian-Lagrangian methods (ELM) retain the convenience of a fixed
grid. but. at some point of the numerical procedure. a part or the whole
transport equation is treated in a Lagrangian form. in order to avoid the
expl1ci t treatment of hyperbol Ie operators. Reported resul ts froln EU·1 are
rather promising, showing that wiggles and numerical damping C8~ be greatly
reduced. even for very strongly advection-dominated problems~
Discussion in the next paragraphs concentrates on EM (still the most
used in engineering practice) II and on ELM (which are becoming increasingly
used) .
82. Eulerian methods
Method. in this category are typically baaed on tIle set--up and
solution of a single ~stem of algebraic equations, where both advect1ve
and dispersive terms are represented: unlmowna are the concentrations at a
fin! te number of fixed locations (nodes) in the conrputational domain. The
transformatio" of the ~rlginal differential equation into such a system of
algebraic equations 1m usually achieved using either finite difference
methods (FDM) or finite element methods (FEN).
The option between FEll and FIJI. while of practical importance. plays a
secondary role in what the fundamental difficulties of the accurate
solution of the transport equation are concerned. Indeed, as we shall see.
each FIll has what can be considered a FEll "equivalent", sharing the sarne
type of fundlmlental &btli ties and 11.1 tatlona.
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FDM have been used in the solution of the tran~port equation since the
late 1950&. They typically diDcretize the computational dct.!la.in through tIle
use of an orthogonal grid (stretching t~sfo~t1ons have however been
increasingly used to prOVide some Krid refinement or specific shaping).
Over each grid element. the differential transport equation is replaced by
an algebraic equation. where both the space- and tlme-der1V8.t1v~s are
approximated by £lnlte-dtfrerences. The resulting ~8tem of algebraic
equations 1. adjusted to take into account the appropriate boundary
conditiona, and 1. then solved to give the nodal concentrations.
Initial FDM used centered scheBe. to approximate both the advection
and the dispersion torBS. These .ethod•• however. lead often to strong
parasitic spatial o.cillati~ (w1l&le8). specially for large COurant
numbers (i.e. J often in the~ of practically feasible Ax. At). In a
careful (althou&h too specific) fo~l analy.fa in the context of a one-
dlJBe1U1ional steady prahl... wi th Dirichlet bo\mdary cond! tiona specified at
the two boundart••• [Rt] (pp 161-166) .bowed that wi.lea are. in this
case, caused by a 81ncularlty at low DIu (the nuaerlcal equivalent of the
singular1 ty at D-O of the behavior 01 the exact solution. dlecu~.ed in
Appendix A). Accordlnc to [11]. &.. perturbation 1. senerated at the outf lo~i'
boundary. for Peclet mwbnr•• PeauA.xID. larpr than 2, and prope.gates to
the whole da-atn.
Expertence sb0w8. howev"r. that wl.1.. -.y have a broader range of
or1Clll8. A 8:»re pmeral .tat\-.nt 1. that wtg1•• are the conaequence of
phlule error. at abort ..vel~.tha; bence. wtal.8 wtll occur whenever such
waveleactha are of 81plflcaDCe 1ft the true ~lution (whl~ relate. to
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insufficient dlscretization)0 end are not artificially ~d by the
numerical algorithm.
As centered FDM are often associated with small damping but
significant phase errors at short wavelengths. they should, indeed, promote
Wiggles. except when physical diffusion 10 strong enough ~~ smooth out
sharp (relative to the grid discretization) gradients.
As 8. remedy for Wiggles in advection-dOCllnated problems wi tll sharp
gradients. more recent FDM have used centered fin1t~lfrerences only for
the dispersion tenDS. replacing the advective derlvativem by upwind
differences. Upwindlnc .etbods do avoid wilKIe.: however. this 1s done by
ve~ strongly ~ing sbort waveleQKtha: for linear approximations. a
numerical diffusion i. explicitly IntrofJuced (lUI easily shown by Taylor
series expulsion). which often oversmulows phystcal diffusion.
[B5] proposed. as an al ternatlve to "brute-force" upwind:l,ng, the
elimination or WilKie. tbrOQKh thd controlled addition of (unsteady, non-
unlro~ and non-laotropic) artificial diffusion (Flux-COrrected Transport
FD lletbod) to ~rlcal aolutlona obtalDed .1 th centered. difference,... This
and 8t_tlar technique. lca.d a180 to a re-.tat-.nt of the physical problem,
and can loo.ely be seen .. EonlS of "lntelllpmt." but often relatively
expensive. upwlndlng.
FEJ( lave becc.e popular for the aolutlon of the t~rt GqULLtlon
since the early 1970.. The COIIPUtatiODlll doIIa1n t. divided into elements
of convenient .bape. 8Uch .. tr1tUWI•• or quadrilateral.. W1 thin each
elellent lnfolWlLtlon 1. concentrated at nod••• but -.y be UDIIJDblpously
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interpolated to the interior using pre-selected interpolation functions.
The original partial dir£er~nt1al equation 1s then transformed into a
system of ordinary differential equations in time. using a weighted
residual method. Numerical integration of thid system leads to a system of
algebraic equations, whose solution gives the nodal values of the
concentration field.
The use of the weighted residual method requires the definition of
elementa~ weighted residuals, resulting from the integration over each
element of the errors made in approximating the actual concentration field,
weighted by pre-selected weighting functions; the S\iiD over the whole
computational domain of the elemen~~ residuals is then forced to be zero.
to minimize the approxlBation errors. Different FEN result from different
choices of interpolation and weighting f\D1ctions. In the early 1970's.
most FEN solved tM transport equation using the same 1ntt!rpolation and
weighting functions: such _thod. are known as Galerkln-FEJI (GA-FEN).
GA-FEJ( lead to "centered" approxillltions of the advectlve terms. ant1
present the ... It.ltatlon .. centtlrbd FIll: "iales are produced when
short wavelencths are .iplficant. and are not prQ&Te•• lvely damped by
physical diffusion (Peclet !WIlber above a crt t!cal value). The increase of
the order of the interpolation functions Era. linear to quadratic seems to
h,ve a slplflcant effect on accuracy (e.s. ["4]), but 18 unable to fully
avoid wla1.a. Uaer. of <:A-Fa (e._. LEIJIKULHER 1974) have tried to extend
the application of the ..tbod to advectlon--cla.1nated problema with sharp
gradients, tbr~ the adoption of unlfo~ ~lsper.lon coerrlclents which
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are 1 to 2 orders or magnitude larger than the physical one6 (which is a
rough re-statement of tlte physical problem).
In the late 1970'~ several attempts were made to aCCollilt for the flow
direction, i.e .• to "upwind" FEM. Petrov-Qllerkin FEN (PG-FEM) 5 as
presented by [C2]. and extended by [H2] and [113] con.st1 tute one such
atteMPt which has been succ~ssful in avoiding wiggles. In these methods.
the weighting functions are not equal to the interpolation functions, but
are obtained from them by a change in shape that increases the relative
weIght of upstream information in a way that depends on the elemerAt
geometry and the flow characteristics. Limitations of PG-FEM methods
include (a) introduction of numerical damping (close similarity with
upwinding FIll): (b) increased computational effort required to generate
weighting functions from interpolation f'ur.ctlons. at each element and at
each time step. and (c) difficulty in handling elements which are not
quadrilaterals.
A different upwlndlng procedure (much in the line of the Flux~
Corrected Transport Method in FIll) was proposed in [H7] for I-D. and r~s
extended to 2-D by [88] aDd [Kl]. In this procedure. the weighting and
interpolation functions are equal. like in standard GA-FEM. However I an
artificial anisotropic dispersien te~. equivalent tu the one that is
lmplici tly introduced by the PG-FEM, is computed and added to each elemellt
at each time step. Methods using this procedure have not received a unique
desisnatlon. but are often referred to as Balanced-D1s81pat1on-F'FJI
(BJ}-FEM). Resul ta of BD-FEJI have been reported as indistinguishable from
resul ts obtained w1 th PG-FEJl. lor a few simple teat cases. However. BD-F1:M
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are much less expensive and are more easily applied to elements of any
shape and dimensionality: for complex flows, they should l1so lead to a
more controlled type of upwinding, resulting in enhanced accuracy.
A final comment on Eulerian methods 1s that none of them can be safely
appliei for large COurant numbers. As a general rule. explicit methods
become unstable for Cu>l (the classical Courant-Lewy stabi 11 ty cri terion),
while implicit methods. even If stable. tend to significantly lose accuracy
abov~ the same limit.
B3. Eulerian-Lagrangian Methods
We now analyze key aspects of EUI. A distinction w111 be made between
ELM based on the concept of "concentratlcnt • (FilVC). ELM based on the
concept of "particle" (ELM/P) and on EUI involving bo1:h concepts (EIl'JCP).
Except for this Appendix. we will refer to ELMIC simply as ELM. throughout
the text.
T~icallyt ELMIC apl! t the transpor t equat ion into an advec t ion and a
diffusion equations. solVing the former by a point-to-point transfer method
(e.g .• a backwards method of characteristics) and the latter by some
conventional global discrete element technique (e.g., finite elenmnts or
fint te-dlf£erences). EI.JI implementations based on this conceptual approactl
include those reported by [BI-B2]. [84]. [GI]. [HI]. [H4-86]. [L3]. [NI.
N3] t [K2. 10].
Two major general spIt tt1ng approaches have been used. The most
~n of these approache8 applies to the tlme-dlscret1zed form of the
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transport equation. while the approach suggested by NEUMAN and SOREl( i982
applies to the differential form of the equation. The latter approach is
attractive for 1t~ formal elegance. potential accu~acy. and independence
relative to time-discretization schemes; however. when advection 1s
dominant. it apparently generates systematic (although localized) errors in
the diffusion step and. therefore its practical advantage over the more
conventional former approach 1s yet to be demonstrated.
The solution of the advection equation by a polnt-to-polnt transfer
method 1s based on the fact that the concentration of a particle following
the flow reaalns constant, If advection 18 the only transport mechanism.
Most often. the method takes the form of (a) assigning at each new time
step. n. a particle to each node oE the computational grid, (b) following
each particle backwards along characteristic lines defined by the flow,
until reaching time step n-l. where concentrations at the foot of each
characteristic line are computed. by interpolation between known nodal
values" and (e) assigning such concentrations to the corresponding grid
node. at tilDe n. Two ...jor tasks are clearly involved: the particle
backtrackin& and the Interpolation to find concentrations at the feet of
the characteristic lines.
Ve~ dCcu~te particle tracking algorithms wer~ d~veloped both for
simply structured and for complexly structured or unstructured grids (e.g ..
[Bl]). The computational coat of these alKor1t~ increases slgniflcwltly
with the complexity of the grid and of the flow field. but accuracy may be
kept excellent within affordable costs.
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The interpolation procedure to find the concentrations at the feet of
~he characteristic lines has proved much harder to handle. A variety of
interpolation schemes have been or can be considered: however. even if
several of these schemes allow ELMIC to reduce (when compared to EM) the
range of dimensionless wavelengths that are affected by significant
amplitude and phase errors. no scheme can claim to be free of a. "critical"
wavelength. which may still be constraining for a number of applications.
A comprehensive discussion of the absolute and relative merits and
limitations of alternative interpolation schemes 1s presented in [R1].
Meanwhile, most ELMIC handle accurately the solution of the diffusion
equation, by using a conventional centered FD or FE teclmique. We note
that the solution is global (i.e .• involves all the grid nodes
simul taneously). which implies that large systems of equations must be
solved at each time step. The size of these systems bas not proved to be a
serious problem in 2-D. because they are often nicely banded and symmetric,
and because most of the above ..ntloned EIJl/C are implicit. allOWing for
large time steps (t.e .• reducing the number of reqUired l lutions of the
system of equations). HOwever, in 3-D applications the global solution of
the diffusion step ~111 '~ome a major problem in terms of COD~uter costs
and memory requirements.
[Cl] proposed a ELNIC that Is slightly different, conc~ptually. from
the preceding ones. The whole transport equation is wri tten in Lagrangian
form. and solved (on a fixed srid) by a backwards aaethod of characteristics
in which dirrusion 18 treated as a correction term. The assignment of a
particle to each &rld node and its backt~k1ncwith the flow Is shared
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with precedins ELMIC: however. the concentration at the feet of the
characteristic 1ines is computed by a weighted-average of the
concentrations at points defining a physically based mixing region~ the
concentration at each of these points Is obtained by interpolation bet~een
nodal values.
This approach has the merit of prOViding a non-global solution of the
dispersion. which may prove highly valuable in a 3-D context. Also. it
allows a natural treatment of non-isotropic dispersion. Reported accuracy
and mass pre.e~tion characteristics are promisingo at the same level of
precedent ELIIC. However, restrictions should have to be applied to the
maximum allowable time step. to keep on with accuracy, and this may
strongly limit the method'. efficiency.
ElJVP (e.g .. [PI]) are hued on a conc~ptually different approach:
particles are introduced in the domain (which was preViously d1scret1zed in
a convenient way) in a mDlber and location related to the tni tlal
concentration field; these particles are moved forward with the flow (the
flow should represent both "advection" and "diffusion" and 1s typically
described in an Eulerian £ona): whenever convfJnient. the number and
location of the particles t. processed back to the form of concentrations.
as to give the 1n.~taneou. concentration ii~~~~
EI.JlIP are natural. and physically lI,ound. They inherently avoid the
issue of short dlm~n.lonle.8 wavelensths. and therefore handle accurately
sharp gradient. and ....11 (as cQIIP&red to the grid size) sources of IDflSS.
which FLIIIC can DOt do. AI.o, they are rather veraatile. being eqt.ally
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suited for the analysis of concentrations fields. residual transport and
field experiments.
However. ELM/P have some potential probJ.ems. Clearlyo they are not
inherently conservative: mass conservation relie8 only on accuracy. both
requiring that a very large (and sometimes unfeasible) number of particles
be tracked. and that a fine support grid be used for th~ conversion ~etween
number and location of particl~s and concentratlGn. Also. 1f the
"advective" part or the carrying flow may be "easily" found by means of a
complementary circulation model. the same is not true for the "diffusive"
part (which we wl1l call pseudo-velocities).
Approaches to handle the pseudo'-veloci ties range from purely
dete~lnlstlc to partially s~tl.tlcal methods. [Ll]. aft~r some
manipulation of the theory o{ diffusion. proposed deterministic pseudo-
velocities in the form
(B.l)
where U1 Is the pseudo-velocl ty in the t-dlrectlon. K 13 a conventional
eddy dlffuslvity coefficient, and C 1s the concentration. expressed in
terms of the number of particles. In this deterministic method. tIle motion
of a single particle Is affected by th3 whole concent~tion field e i.e., by
the positions of the other particles.
Statistical approaches rely on associating the pseudo-velocities to
ranJOIII perturbations of the IIM)t1on of individual particles. Aga1n o this
lIBy be aade by resortlns to the eddy dl£fu81v1 ty concept. and using it as
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to define th~ statistics of the random motion (e.g. o as suggested by [C3]);
or itl a more fundamental way. by extracting the statistics of the rando]n
motion from Eulerian records of the flow ([Zl]).
The ELM/CP proposed by [N2] constitutes a hybrid and ~ery promising
novel approach. A FlJVC formulation 1s used everywhere in the domain.
except near gradl~nts too sharp to be handled accurately this way"; a FnL/p
formulation is adopted in these cases (just for the ~vection equation).
With this approach. most of the computational effort 19 based on a fixed
reference grid: forward t~king of particles is reqUired only in specific
regions of time and space. and therefore involve only an affordable number
of particles. PI'1ncipal gray areas fer this approach include: mass
preservation; efficient and consistent detection of sharp gradients; and
accurate procedures- for mapping concentrations from particles to the nodes
of the fixed grid (we note that this mapping IllUst be performed each time
step. previous to the solution of the diffusion equation). All the&e gray
areas may become harder to handle for complex flows than they are for the
simple flow8 that have been uaed 80 far to demoastrat~ the effectiveness of
the approach.
ELM overcome in a nat'IJ&-al wey the 11111 tat ion Of!' the Courant Tlumber
referred to for EM. which const! tutes ODt: uf the ftmdamental advantages of
ELM.
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APPENDIX C
On the Role of Advection and Dispersion
From the derivation of the 2-D (depth~verag&d) transport equation-~
e.g., see [Bl]--1t should be clear that advection and dispersion are not
staunching mechanisms, the actual meaning of each depending on the time and
space scales that we elect to explicitly represent in a given formulation.
To illustrate concepts. anJ prOVide insight on the relative importance
of these mechanisms. we loosely approximate a continuum host fluid of a
passive scalar.in turbulent IDOtlon. through an "infinite" set of equal
fluid parcels. each of infinite.l..l (although larger than the scale of
Brownian IDOtion) size. JIaa. of the scalar 1. associated to each parcel
according to some initial distribution. and we examine the changes that
~e place as time progre••es.
If we look at the probl_ thrQUSh the three-d1menJIional instantaneous
form of the t~.port equation. we identify the t~~port mechanisms as
being advection by the In.~~eou. flow and mo~ecular diffusion.
Advection redistributes .... throU&h the displacement of fluid
parcels. which follow the flow: the orie1nal 8J8Ount of mass in each parcel
is strictly preserved. It la u••Eul. at this point. to consider the
carrytna; flow as a .uperpoattlon of three COIIPOnent8: a uniform component.
a shear cc:.ponent (...oclated wi th the deviations (rOIl unlfonll ty that
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refer to space and associated time $cales larger t}~ what 1s loosely
called the scale of the turbulent fluctuations) and a fluctuating component
(associated with the deviations from uniformity within the scale of the
turbulent fluctuations). While ~he uniform component moves parcels in a
rlg1d-body-like way, the non-uniform components rearrange the positi.on of
tae parcels relative to each other: a detenninistic rearrangement over
large scales, in the case of the shear component, and a random
rearrangement over small scales, in the case of the fluctuating component.
Diffusion, in turn, redistributes mass by actually exchanging it
between adjacent parcels. through Brownian motion at the molecular level;
no parcel displacements are involved. Mass exchange Is set in a liliy that
tends to smooth out existing gradients (i.e., .... goes from parcels with
higher content to parcels with lower content). and the exchange rate 1s
proportional to the driving g~lent•.
For passive scalarll. diffusion does not affect adv~tlon. However,
advection by the non-unlfonl ~nent. of the carrying f low may
significantly affect the efficiency or diffusion. Indeed, the relative
position of fluid parcels 18 changed ~ non-uniform advection, which
establishes new parcel nelshborhoods: if parc~~.s w1 th high mass content are
all brought closer to each other, diffusion ~~come. lesa efficient:
conversely. If such parcele are spread over laraer resion•• diffusion
becomes IDOre efficient. Typically. non-unifoMi lldvect10n enhances global
diffusion, althouch it .-y inhibit diffusion Aocally.
Ie now take the tbree-dllMJ1l8ional r~na of the equation for mean (in
the .ense or 2eyDo1da averq1ns) turbulent tran8POrt. Both advective and
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dispersive mechanisms are, again. present. Now. however. advection is
associated only with the mean turbulent flow (uniform and shear
components), and the effect of the fluctuating cGh1PQnent of the flow is
represented as a turbulent diffusion. As pointed out earlier. turbulent
diffusion is typically several orders of magnitude more efficient than
molecular diffusion. and the latter can therefor~ be drovped from the
governing equation.
Because diffusion implies exchange of mass between fluid parcels. we
immediatly recognize. from earlier dlscua.lon t that the smallest size of
the parcels that we can look at bas increased: parcels are still small. l)ut
they must be larger than the scales associated with turbulent fluctuation.
Ie lost resolution. but we gained convenience. Indeed. we avoided the
explicit reprewentatlon of the fluctuating component of the flow. Wllich is
particularly hard to handle. This approximation may constitute the
difference between feasibility and unfeaalbility in the modeling of
4turbulent (low IL~ transport .
4ro illustrate this stat.-ent. we reproduce from [WI] ~he follOWing
reasonsing ~ed Dn fisures slven ~ [E1]: for the relatively simple
problem of turbulent flow 1n a pipe, a computer solution revealing the
-1turbulence strucutre of the flow, at a Reynolds number of 10 • would
require 1023 ope~tion.: at the computer speed of 10 microseconds per
operation (representative of computers in the seventies). this would
requl~e 1017 , or 3 x 10· years (about one-fifth of the age of the
untveree): since we are probably 11.1ted by the _peed of 11pt to an
"ul tiaate" cOIIPUter speed of 1 nano8flCOnd per op8I'atlon. our fastest
foreeeeehie cOIIPUtatlon would take 3.2 )( 104 year. (over 500 "enerattons).
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Let us now consider the two-dimensional equation for mean (again, ill a
Reynolds averaging sense) turbulent transport. Advection 1s associated
only w1 th the uniform component anti wi th a p2lrt of the shear cornponeIlt of
the flow. Indeed. the effect of vertical shear is represented as a
dispersion mechanism (vertical-shear dispersion) and added to the turbulent
diffusion.
Again. we lose resolution (the horizontal size of the fluid parcels is
still constrained only by the scale of the turbulent fluctuations. but the
vertical size must be the flow depth) to gain convenience (we avoid the
explicit representation of the vertical flow and of the vertical varIation
of the horiz~ntal flow).
Computational saviD,;s related to depth-averaging are much less
impressive than those achieved by Reynolds-~veraglng. but are still
significant (may be one to two orders of ~itude in CPU and memory
requirements). Al though advanced computers already exist that make
feasible the computational eE£ort for the solution of three-dimensional
mean turbulent transport probl.... depth-averaglng (or an al ternative $pace
averaging) 1s still often useful or even the only sensible or feasible
approach (because of: 11.1~tlon. of the computer actually available:
detail that can be achieved in the specification of boundary cond1 tions:
accuracy of available numerical solution techniques: etc).
It should be emphasized that the two-d1JDeJ181onal equation fer mean
turbulent tranaport a8SUJle8 that the horizontal plan 1m represented as a
continuum: however. the nu.erlcal solution or this equation involves the
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discretization of the horizol.tal plan. through the set-up of a grid. Vfuile
in some cases (e.g .• for flnlte~elementmethods) unambiguous interpolation
functions hold within each grid element. some space- (and as~ociated time-)
scales of the flow are, asa1n~ ommited or ill-represented. This further
reduces our ability to directly represent advection. and 9hould. ~dln. be
compensated by the introduction of an additional disper8ion mechanicm (see
detailed discussion in [At] and [Rl])
Relevant questions are how to evaluate the dispersion coefficient that
is actually going to be used in the computations. and how irnportant has
dispersion become relative to advection.
Clearly, the ana.ere depend on the specific problem and on the model
(dimensionality and fo~ of the equation.: 801utlon techn1qu~ and its
spatial refinement) that one elects to use.
A1 Aldama-Rodriguez, A. '~ry aDd Applications of Two-and Three-Scale
Filtering Approachea for Turbulent Flow Sl.ulat1on." Ph.D. Thests.
M.I.T., 1985.
Bl Baptista, A. II. "Accurate Nu.erical Modeling of Advectlon-Dom1nated
Transport of Passive Scalarll." LNEC, Llsboa, 1986.
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ABSTRACf
We present a detailed Fourier analysis of the solution of the I-D
advection equation by the Backwards Method of Characteristics (BMC). TIle
analysis shows that. when the grid has different types of nodes (e.g. ~ the
case of FE grids. for quad~tic or higher order elements). the nunlerical
solution internally generates a mechanism of energy tranfer between Fourier
components. as a direct consequence of the fact that the error in each node
depends on the nodal type. In this case, the s~rd Von Newman procedure
of studying accuracy and s~i11ty on the basis of the errors ill the first
time-step is not valid. as errors beccae time-dependent. Error formulae
that account for time-dependence of error propagation are derived for the
case of quadratic core elements, and are used to show that the transfer
mechanism has a transito~. although non-n~llgible. effect.
1. INTRODUCTION
Fourier analysis has played a significant role in the study of the
stability and accuracy of numerical methods. since its introduction by Von
Newman. circa 1940 (e.g .• [RI]). The common assumption behind the analysis
is that the amplitude and pha5e errors in the propagation of the individual
Fourier components that constitute the solution are time-1:.ldependent~ i .. e.,
repeat themselves time-step after time-step. It Is known that this
assumption requires uniro~ flows and constant nodal spacing; however. the
analysis has been applied to srlds with quad~tic core elements. for
instance in the COlltext or fint te el~nt•• disregarding the non.-uniformi ty
due to the presence of different types of node•.
In the context of a ILQre general e:fort on the study of the formal
properties of Eulerlan-Lasranc1an lIethods based on the Backwards Method of
Claracteristics (BMC) [Bl-&7]. we were faced with the need to investigate
the perfo~ce of a large number of alternative interpolators used by BMC.
Fourier analysis Is very well iiUtted to support such investigation, but the
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fact that some of the interpolators use quadratic core elements rai§ed a
significant problem: for these interpolators, we c~uld not match the
results of Fourier analysis. as developed by Von Newman, with those of
numerical expe~imentat1on. even for standard test problems involving
uniform flows and grids.
This study pr~sents the fundaments for a genera11~ed Fourier analysis
of the BMC. for any type of I-D interpolator that obeys the follow11~
conditions:
- The interpolator applies over a core element that has two or three
nodes (ltnear el£aents or quadratic el~nts. respectively): nodes outside
the core element are allowed to contribute to the definition of the
interpolator.
- The interpolator is or class CO. i.e., it enforces the continuity of
concentrations, but not or its derivatives. between adjacent elements.
Applications of this analysis are reported by [84-B6].
2. REVIEW OF mE BACXWARIS JIE1lI)J) OF alARACTERISTICS
The advection equation
Dc Be 8cDt = at + u t ax = 01
(1)
states that the concentration. C(Xi •t) re..ins constant along
characteristic lines that follow the r10w. i.e .• obeying the constraint
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The BMC is a direct numerical application of this statement,
involving, per time step, At. two basic tasks (Figure 1):
(2)
- Tracking backwards. bet.~en times n and n-l& the characteristic
lines whose heads coincide with the nodes of a fixed referance grid. so as
to locate their feet.
- Finding the concentration at the foot of each characteristic line,
by interpolation from the known nodal concentrations at time n-l, and
assigning it to the head ~f the characteristic line.
Given a I-D uniform grid. and a cons~t velocity, this procedure can
be represented by the algorithm
P2
c(j.n) - c(j-p.n-l) - l
P=P t
+ (a)ec(j-k+p)p (3)
where (see F1sure 2 for reference)
j - denote. the node where the concentration 1s to be computed
(global notation)
n - denotes the instant where the concentration Is to be computed
a - denotes the poa1tion of the foot of the characteristic line in
a local coordinate ~.t.. with orlcln at node J-k (a 1s
...octated w1 th the fractional part of the Courant number-.
fJ • ueAt/Ax)
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Pte P2 - denote the extreme nodes of the ~eglon that Is US~i to define
the interpolator (in local notation)
.p -are elementary shape functions which. together. define the
interpolator
We note the distinction between the region that is used to define the
interpolator, and the region where the interpolator is applied---"core
element"; all nodes of the core elements contribute the definition of the
interpolator, but this may (non-compsct interpolators) or may not (compact
interpolators) require in addition lnfo~tlon from outside nodes. Several
interpolators have been used or considered for use in the context of the
BMC [BS]. While -oat of our present analysis 18 based on the general
algorithm described by Equation 3. we w11l refer occasionally, for
illust~tion purposes, to a selected set of the interpolators considered by
[B6].
3. FORMAL ERROR ANALYSIS
We consider the COIl8t&Ut advection of an instantaneous source of a
passive scalar in an infinite d~ln. The exact solution of this problem
can be diqr--.tically repreaented. in the spacial window x ~ [O,X]. as
c(x.O) ~~ ~ c(x. t) • F[c(x.O)]
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(4)
where both the initial conditions and the exact solution can be
conveniently represented in the form of Fourier-series expansions,
+eo
c(x.O) == l A exp{ iJl x} (5)m m
m = -co
+C
c(x.t) = l A exp{l~ (x-ut)} (6)In m
m = -cD
In the above. F[·] 1s the tranmfer function of the governing equation.
1 =~. u 1s the velocity of the car~1ng flow. ~ = 2YmIX is the
m
th
wavenumber of the m Fourier compon~nt. and A Is the cor~espond1ng
m
amp1i tl:~.e .
We now conside~ the BMC solution or the same problem. which we view as
the combination of two baste operations: (a) the SDmPling of a continuous
signal (the initial conditions) in the nodea or the nume~tcal grid. and (b)
the numerical pro~tlon of the resulting discrete signal. in accordance
with the numerical algorithm. A th1~d operation (the restitution of a
continuous siplB.l by interpolation from the prcpcp.ted dlscTete S1gJlBJ) c
has to be performed 1£ non-nodal information is to be nede a~i lable.
Diagrammatically:
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Sampling: c(j,O) --+ ED ~ c(j.O)
Numerical propegation: c(j,D) --+ (![6]J ---. ~(j.n)
Restitution: ~U,n) --+~~ ~(j,n)
where. for a uniform sp8.C~-time grId described by
(7)
(8)
(9)
Xj = (j-l)Ax
t = nAt
n
J=1.2•...• J+l {J even)
n=1,2•...•N
(IO)
(11)
we will hav~. in gen2ral (with ~ =~ 6Ax)
III m
c(j.O) =
J/2
\ B ~xp{1A (j)} =L II •
m=-J/2
J/2l cm(j,n)
I)::-J/2
(12)
J/~
~(j,n) = l Em(n).exp{iAm(j-nP)} =
m=-J/2
J/2
l ~m(j·n)
m=-J/2
(13)
A
c{x. t)
P2
= \ • (a) ~(j-k-p,n) •
.l p
paP,
,..,."
f (a).c (j-k-p.n)p m (14)
Each of tho above 8 tepa lItIAY _ and wtll of ten. introduce errors t tile
nature of which t. briefly discussed 1n the remaining nf this Aection. A
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detailed analysis of the errors in the propagation step w111 be provided in
Section 3.2.
Errors in the ~11n1 step are due to aliasing, and are independent
of the specific numerical technique. The error mechanisM It'SI well-lmovn.1
from dig! tal signal processil1g (e .. g., [01]): because tile minimumm
wavelength that the grid can resolve 1s 2Ax. the energy of smaller
wavelengths 1s misinterpreted as associated with larger wavelengths. such
that:
B =0m
B ~ A
m m
for II > J
for • ~ J (a.t. c(j.O) =c(xJO) for all j)
(15)
(16)
Hence. while not aEfecting concentrations at the nodal points,
altas1ns destroy. the ability or the or1sinal continuous signal to be
recovered. regardle•• of the interpolation procedure that may be adopted.
Clea... Iy. a11aslns can be avoided only when the int tial condi tions have a
Fourier representation t~t 1. band-lt.tted in the high-frequency range;
even in thla ca.e. however. p~tical computational considerations may
limit our abl11~ to 8Ufflclently reline the arid.
Errore in the pr~tton step are directly associated with both the
selected nu.erical al&orit~ and the arid chM~teri.tic.. For the BMC,
and "SUllins that one of the available virtually-error-free tracking
algorithms (~.K.• [Bl]) i. u.ed. pro~tlon errors are simply due to the
interpol.tion procedure required to ftnd the concentrAtions at the feet of
the character1at1c linea. TIlt. procedure can be .een .. the reeti tution.
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by i~terpolation. of a continuous signal from a discrete signal (nodal
concentrations. at time n-l). followed by the ~llng of a new discrete
signal (concentrations at the feet of the characteristic 1ines l at t tIne
n-l, i.e .. nodal concentrations. at time n). Diagrammatically
~(j ,n-I) -. [InterpolattOO) -+ ~(x,n) ---. [SamplingI~ c(j ,n) (17)
The sampling can generate errors only if. through some sort of non-·
linear mechanism. energy Is transfered. during ~he interpolation. to
wavelengths smaller tran 2Ax (which. W~ recall. had been zeroed at the
level of the initial conditions). The potential error mechaniSM will be
called internal aliasing, to indicate that. unlike the aliasing of the
original conditions, it depends on the numerical algorithm.
For linear eq~tion., unl£o~ coefficients and uniform grids,
propagation errors have typically been studied by examination of the
propagation or individual Fourier components in a single time-step. The
underlying assumption 1s that. becau~e non-linear transfer of energy c..an
not occur between Fourier clJlIIpOnents 8 errors are time-independent. i.n which
case the coefficient E in Equation 13 can be written simply as
•
E (n) =
m o
1f m ~ J
If m) j
(18)
where G (~)--typ1cally a complex function--repre8ents the error f~l any t inle-
m
step.
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We "til ab·)w. however. that energy trPJlsfer between Fourier components
can occur even in uniform grids. when different nodal types co-exist (as in
the case of BMC based on interpolatton functions wi th quadratic or lltgher-
order core elements). This J)\lrely numerical transfer (non-w ltl1eari ty) leads
to propagation errors per time step that are both time-dependent and a
function of the Fourier representation of the actual initial conditions of
the problem under solution.
Given the particular characteristics of the non-linearity. we suggest
that a systematic analysis of propagation errors can still be performed on
the basis of the propagation of individual Fourier components. by
separating the analysis of the errors for each nodal type. according to the
model
v vE (n) = B .H (n)
m m m
(19)
where v denotes the type of node J. and HU(n) 18 time-dependent. but 1~,
•
independent of the Fourier repre8entatlon of the actual initial conditions.
This approach. which aaau.e. that internal aliaaina is negl 1911) le. 1'1111 be
described in detail in Section 3.2.
Restitution errnrs result exclusively from interpolation between nodal
~lue8. and If. sa ..~ In Equation 14. the~ interpolator selected
to find the concentratlona at the faet of the characteristic lines 1s used,
these errore can be described in a way much ai_liar to first-step
propasatlon errors. with ~ beins adju.ted so sa to desoribe the position of
the point where concentrat101U1 are to be found. Jecause. no.~
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interpolation is exact at the nodes, restitution errors represent the
difference between the accuracy of nodal and non-nodal points. at a given
time.
3.2. Propagation e~rors
3.2.1. Individual components. first time-step
Using the BMC general algorithm, nodal concentrations after the first
time-step can be expressed as a function of the nodal values of the initial
conditions, in the form
P2
~m(j·l) = l
P=P t
; (a).c (j-k-p,O)p III (20)
Substituting Equation 5 into the RHS, and r~rranglng so as to express
C (j,l) as a function of c (j,l), we obtainm _
""
c (j.l) = G (a).c (j,l)m m_
where G (a) 1s given by
m
(21)
G (a) = ~p{laA }.
m II
f (a).exp{-l~ j = exp{iaA }w~ (a)p • m III (22)
G (a) w111 typically be a COIIPlex function. and, therero~·e. the BMC
..
th
w11l introduce error. in both the -.plltude and the pha.e ~f the m
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Fourier component, described. respectively, by
and
{
I (a)
ar~{Gm(a)} =aAm + arg{im(a)} =aAm + arctg Rm(a)
m
}
(23)
(24)
with
P2
Rm(a) =Re {~(a)} = l ;, (a) .COS(pA ) (?.E)p m
P::P t
P2
I (a) = 1m {~(a)} - 2 + (a).sin(pX ) (26)m p m
P::P t
For interpolation functions with a 11nea~ core element, the
description of the position of the feet of the characteristic lines is
independent of the particular node under consideration (a == 13 - iil.t(f3».
and. therefore. amplitude and phaae errors are equal for all nodes, as
reqUired for the nu=erlcal solution to remain a single e~~nential wave
with th~ same wavelength of the initial cond1t1on5~
However. when quad~tic core elements are used. a =~ - int(p) + f.
where f depends on the type of node a..oclated .1 th the head of the
characteristic line: .. a consequence. amplitude and p~~ errors evaluated
at. say. the corner node. will be all equal. but w11l be different from
those ...oct.ted with alddle node~. Hence, the Du.eric.l solution can not
be repr•••nted by a 8irel. exponential wave. a non.-llnear mechrm:t,sm of
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energy transfer being generated. We note. however~ that concentrations at
all nodes of a same type still fit a single wave. with the original
wavelength.
3.2.2. Individual components. after N time steps
To evaluate propagation errors after N time steps. we will. based on
the results of the previous section. distinguish between linear and
quadratic core elements.
We consider first the case of linear core elements. and express
C (jon) as an appropriate combination of c (~.O). where ~ represent the
m m
nodes which concentration at time z('ro contribute to the concentration of
node j at time n. and where C ('T.O) are given by Equation 12.
m
Rearrangement leads to (AppendiX A. Section 1).
(28)
which 1s clearly conai.tent with the simple conventional error model
described by Equation 18.
For quadratic core elements. we follow the same general idea of
express1na c (j,n) as a function of appropriate C ('T.O). rearranging to
m m
express the latter in tenu of c.(J.n). and co;.~re this with cm(J.n). The
procedure i. now. however. more c\1lSb3rsome; t t not only has to be ta}cerl
indiVidually for corner and .1ddle node., but have to account for the
interaction between the error. of the•• tll'O type_ of nodea. A!\
111u.t~tlon of the procedure for the caae of a quad~tlc.Lagranae
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interpolator 1s shown in Appendix A. Section 2. together with the rational
for its exter. s10n to interpolators using :!nforms.tlon from lit.DTC than tIle
tllree nodes of the core element. Only the resul t is sUI'l'!fIla.rized llere
~ v'"
c (j.n) ~ H (a.n).c (j.n)
m m m
(29)
where v denotes the type of corner node (0 fOI extremity nodes. i1 for
middle nodes). and
H:(a.n) = exp{1arWD}.exp{111~m}'
{ p:{a.n).~(a) + ~(a.n)'sm(a+6) }
u v vp (a.n) =p {a.n~l).s (a) + a (a.n-I).a (alm Dl m ,. m
v u v
a (a,n) =p (a.n-t).r (a) + a (aQn-l).r (a)~ m m ~ m
~(a.l) = lui
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
Fun~t1ons r (a) and 8 (a) depend on the number actually used by the
m ID
interpo'ator. and are summarized in Table 1. In general. HP(a.n) and
in
IiU(a.l&) will be different from each other. and the ratio
m
u u
"mea. "~)lHm(a,n-l) w1ll not be a constant.
In the derivation of Equat10na 28 and 30 it Ie implicitly' assumed that:
no aliasins occu.r. within any tl..-atep of the nu.erlcal procedure. This
Is strictly true only in the ca.. or linear core el..enta, and. therefore.
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Equation 30 has to be considered an approxination. which ¥ill becorue exact
in the absence of inte~l aliasing.
3.2.3. COmplete solution after n time st~ps
The complete solution of the advection problem ~s. as indicated
earlier. always of the form of Equation 13. To evaluate the coefficient
E (n) we have. however, to distinguish again between linear and higller-
m
order core elements.
For linear core elements. Em(n) is simply desc~lbed by Equations 16
th
and 20. For quadratic core elements. however, E (n) represents the m
m
Fourier component of the dt8cr~te signal
c(j,n)
where
1
~ { 2 Vv H:(j.n) } c(j.n)
Ivl=<>
(36)
v =u 1
o
if j Is of type u
otherwise (37)
4. VERIFICATION AND DIsaJSSI~ OF ERROR FORJI1.JUE
4.1. Comparison wi th numerical experlJBentatlon
Let U8 first con.lder the .olut1on of the .~rd test problem of
constant advftCtlon of a eau••-hl11. which 1& covernecl by Equation 1. wi th
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initial and bounda~ conditions
(38)
1
c(x.O) =--
&0
exp {
(x-x )2
o-~-)
202
(39)
In particular. we set u=O.5. 0--264. x =2000. and x Eo [0.13600],
o
t ~ [0.96CX>] (un! ts are irrelevant. as long as consi tent). ine pt·oblenl was
solved (a) numerically and (b) by Fourier analysing the initial conditions.
and propagating the resul ting components according to the error formulae
derived in the previous section. The 2P-LI2. 3P-LI3 and 5P-HL3
interpolators--see [86] for defin1tlons-~.ereused as a reference (the last
two of these have quadratic core elements).
Numerical and 8t.ulated Jolutlons are Visually undistlnguishable
(Figure 3). which Illu.t~te. the ~11d1ty of the gen~~llzed Fourier
analysis. We note that 81.ulated 801utiolUl are in general much cheaper to
senerate. especially for larse nUllber. of tilDe stepm, N (typically one
order of masn1~e Ie•• CPU t1.. ~ Eor interpolatvra with quadratic core
elements. 1f N ) 1000). which ~e.t. that the error formulae of the
previous section can be uaed. be.ldes .. a reference for formal analysis of
accuracy and stability... a cost-sav1ns procedure for numerical
experl..ntat1on.
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4.2. A brief look at the mechanism of energy transfer
The energy transfer between Fourier components, due to the presence of
grid nodes of different types, has constituted the motivation for the
development of the resent generalized Fourier analysis. This mechanism is
now recognized. using the derived error formulae. to work towards the
un1formization of the errors of the different types of nodes. Indeed,
after some number of time steps. which w111 vary with the interpolator and
the location of the foot of the characteristic line within the core
element. errors per time step associated with corner and middle nodes
become lndistl~ishable from each other: an exception occurs for
L /Ax = 4Ax (i.e., twice the size of the element). where a ressonant
m
behavior occurs (e.g .• Figure 4). Examination of actual amplificatior!
factors for L lax = 4Ax suggests that thea resonance should be without
m
practical importance. as the energy wavelength 1s typically quickly
dissipatftd (Figure 5).
5. OONC1.,USI~S
This paper provides a reference tool for the formal analy£is of the
accuracy and stability of the BMC. for any interpolation function of class
C. This tool 1s extensively used by [85] to study the stability of the
o
BMC. and by [BS] to compare the accuracy of different interpolators.
Some of the results obcained in our present analyst., although derived
in the specific context of BIle solutions in unlforll grids t Cim be
extrapolated to other situations, and may provide some new perspectives to
familiar probl....
- 81 _a
In particular. it should be clear that nodes of a different t}~e are
not an exclusive property of some BMC. For instance, any FE method ~~sed
on quadratic and higher-order interpola.tions will also have different nodal
types. and, therefore, will potentiall~ Indu=e the same type of energy
tranfer identified for the BMC. This may be an unexplored difference
between FE and FD methods, and certainly invites further analysis as well
as the cautionary revision of previous conclusions on accuracy and
stability of FE methods. 1f based on an oversimplified application of
Fourier analysis.
Also, the fact that some BMC induce. for uniform grids" non'-
I1nearities much similar to those due to grid or flow non-uniformity. b'ut
that are amenable to systematic quantitative analysis. may be used to
provide further insight on the effects of grid and flow non-uniformity.
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Figure 1
Illustrative sketch for the Backwards Method of Characteristics
Required steps:
1. Tracking 2f the cha~terlst1c lines. For each node j, a
characterlst~c line is independently defined by the br~kwarda (i.e. D
between n and n-l) solution of an ardinery differential solution of
the form dxi/dt =UfO
2. lnterpolat!pn at the f~lt of t'~.£baract~rl~tlc line. The
concentration at the root ~t each characteristic line (and 0 for pur~
advection. at any other point of the characteristic line. including
node j at time n) i. found by interpolation from kctOwn 1nfcrlfS"L:ioIl on
neighoorlng nodes, at tilDe n-l.
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Figure 3
Comparison of the actual numerical solution wi th the solution obta.iIled
by using error formulae
Reference problem: ~~ + u~ = 0
c(x.O) =e~- ~~L}
c(x. t) .. 0 Ixl -+ "00"
Computations.l parameters: At = 96
Ax =200
N =T/At == 100
,~ = 0.5
a = 2.64
Legend: 1 - Exact solution
2 - 2P-LI2 (numerical solution)
3 - 2P-LI2 (error formulae)
4 - 3P-LI3 (numerical solution)
5 - 3P-LI3 (error fonulae)
6 - 5P-HL3 (n~r1cal solution)
7 - 5P--HL3 (error formulae)
-fl1-
It)
-
.... ... C) CD ~ CD It) ... ~ N .- 0 Y- N
. . . 0 0 . Q . ci 0 0 ci.. 0 0 0 0
I I
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Figure 4
Amplification factors per time step. as a ftmction of the number
of the time steps. for interpolators with quadratic core elements
(a =0.5 for middle nodes; a = -0.5 for corner nodes)
(a) 3P-LI3. L lAx =: 3
m
(b) 5P-Hl3. L lAx = 3
m
(c) 3P-LI3. L /Ax = 4
m
(d) 5P-IR.3. L lAx =4
m
(e) 3P-LI3. L lAx = 5
m
(E) 5P-HL3. L lAx = 5
m
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Figure 5 Amplification factors after N time steps. as a function of the
dimensionle•• wavelenath
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Table 1
Definition ~f the Functions r (a) and s (a)
m m
Dol COmpact interpolatofs
s (a) = '_t(a)exp(iA )+;l(a)exp(-iA )
m m m
B.2 Non-compact interpolators (5 nodes)
r (a) =
m ~_2(a)exp(iA )+~o(a)exp(-1A )+~_2(a)exp(~13A )
m m m
s (al =;~l(a)exp(iA )++t(a)exp(-iA )
m • m
B.3 NQD.-conp8&t interpolator, (1 nodJJll
r (a) =
m +_2{a)exp(13d }++o{a)exp{iA )+'a(a)exp{-iX )m m m
s (a) = [+-3(a)++3(a)]exp(1~ )+[+_t(a)+~t(a)]exp(iA )m • m
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of formulae for pro~t1on errors after n t1m~ steps
A.I. - The case or linear core elements
We want to express ~ (j.n) as a function of c (j.n). 1~e ..
m m
~ (j.n) =H (a.D) C (j,n)
m m m
where H (a.n) is to be evaluated.
m
(A. 1)
We first use the gene~l expression for the BMC algorithm u Equation 3~
to write successively
P2
C (j,n) = \. (a)e (j-K-pl,n-l) =
m l Pi •
Pt=Pl
Pa
= l .Pl (a)
Pl=Pt
(A.2)
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Now. using the fact that a = ~-Kt and expressing c in Fourier series
m
form. we recQlD1ze that
n
c j-nK- \ p
m L i
1=1
=:
(A.3)
Replacing Equation A.3 into Equat.on A.2. and rearrar~~ing. we recover
Equation A.l. with
P2
Hm(a.n) = 2 .~1 (11)
Pt=Pl
n
• exp 1~. na- l Pi
1=1
n-l 1
• exp td. (n-l)a- l Pit =
1=1 J
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P2
= {G (a)}2 \ • (a)
m L Pi
Pl=Pl
= = {G (a)}nm (A.4)
where G (a) denotes the error in the first time step. and is described by
m
Equation 22. Hence. errors are equal at ev~ry tilDe step.
A.2. The case of quadraLtc core elements
Let us take as a reference the 3P-LI3 interpolator, and the conditions
of Figure A.la, i.e., j is 8 corner node and 1nt(~) is even.
If the numerical solution bad started at time n-l. the relationship
betWGen ~ (j .n) and C (J ,11) could be found by expressing the former as a
m II
function of C (~l.n-l)--where ~ represent. the nodes that contribute to the
ill
interpolatioll at the feet of the characteristic line that starts at (j. ~n)-'~"
and rearranging appropriately. Indeed.
P2
cm(J,n) = l .p(a)c.EJ-(K+l)-p] =+_i(~)c(j-K,n-l) +
P=Pt
+ fo{a)c(j-K-l.n-l) ++t(a)c(j-K-2.n-l) =
=c(j.n)exp{i" (lJ-k-l)}{+_t{m)exp{IA )+~o(a)++l(a)exp(-ii\ )} ::
II II m
• c(j,n)exp(l~m)c.(a) (A.5)
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Now. assume that the numerical SOl\ltion ha.d st~rted at time 11-2. rrllC
relationship between ~ (j.n) and c (j.n) can still be found by expressing
m m
~ (j I n) successively as a function of c (""'1' n-l) and of c ('12 r 11-2). f1Yld
m m rn
rearranging appropriat~ly. This leads to
~(jsti) = '_1(a)c(j-K,n-l)+;o(a)c{j-K-l,n-l)+'1(a)c(j""I(-2,u""1) =:
= ;-1 (a) [c(j-'2K, n-2)'_t (a)+4-o (a)e( j--2l{-l. n-2)-'·'1 (a,}c( j-2K-2, n-2) J +
+ fo(a) [c( j-2K. n .....2).r.. l (a+l )+'0(0:+1 )c( j-2K-l. n-2)+'t (a)~(j-~2K-·2 s n.-:'2) J +
+ ;1(a)[c(j-2K-2.n~2)._1(a)+fo(a)c(j-2K-3.n-2)+~1(a)c(j-2K-4.n-2)J ~
wi th
9 (a) = '-l~~(iA )+;.(a)exp(-ih }m rn m
r (a) =+o(a)exp(1~ )
m m
If the SOllltion had sta'rted at tilDe n-3, we wO\11d have, in tl.lr!l,
= '-1 (a) ['-1 (a)c( j-2k 1 n-2)+1In(a)c(j-2k-l. n-2)+9i (a)c(j--2k-2, 11-2) J+
~o(a)[._1(a+l)c(j-2k.n-2)+;o{a~1)c(j~2~~1.n-2)++1{a)c(j-2k-2.n~2)]+
;1(a)[+_1(a)C(J~2k-2.n-2)+fo(a)c(j-2k-3.n-2)++1(a)C(j~2k- 4~a~2)] =
(/~. 7)
=+-1 (a)+_ t (a)[f- t (a)c(j-3k.n-3)++o(a)c(j~3k-l, n-3)+;t (a)c(j-.3k--2. n--3) J·e,·
'-1 (a)+o(a)[+_ t (a+J. )c(j-3k, n-3}+fo(a+l )e( j-3k-l tn-3)+~'1(a'~l )~.!l j'--::;k-"2~nn~3) ].{'.
'-1 (a);, (a)[+-l (<<)C(j-3k-2. n-3)+~o(a)c(J-3k~3"n-3)++t (a)c(j-3k-4 o il-~~3)] +
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+ ;O(a).-l (a+l) [~-1 (a}e( j-3k. n-3)+'i)(a)c( j--3k-l. 11-3)+"1 (a)c( j-31c-2. n-3) J+
'0 (a),o (a+1) ['-1 (a+1)c( j-3k. n-3)+'o(a+1)c( j-3k-l . n--3 )+~~. (a"r 1)c( j -3ic-2 l n-3) J
+
;O(a)+l (a+l)['-1 (a)e( j-3k-2. n-.w>3) ++0 (a)c( j-3k-3. n-3)+~s,(a)c{j-3k--4. n-3)] +
+ +1(a);_1(a)['_1(a)C(j-3k-2tn-3)+~o(a)c(j~3k-3.n-3)++1(a)c(j~3k-4.n-3)J+
4t1 (a)+o (a) ['-1 (a+1)e( j~3k-2.n-3)+'o (a+l )e( j-3k-3. n-3)+;1 (a)e( j-~1{-4. 11-:i ) J+
-fJl (a);l (a) [ •• -1 (ale( j-3k-4. n-3 )+'o(a)c( J-3k-5. n-3)..·.t (o:)c(j-3k-6. n-3) ] =
=c(j.n)exp(i3aA~){~(a)[sm(a)sm(a)+sm(a+l)r~(a)]+
+g (a+l)[r (a)a (a)+r (a+l)r (a)]}
m m 1ft m II
Following the same procedure. and assuming successively th~t the
(A.8)
numerical solution started at times n-4, n~5•.... a recurrw~~e formula is
seen t'l prevai 1. in the f ()rm
~ (j,n) =C (jtn)H (j.a.n)
m m m
with
arld
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(A.9)
(A.10)
n1
2
3
4
5
p (j.a.n)
-------:..m.:.--s~-.-------
1
5 (a)
m
s (a)s (a)+5 {a+l)r (a)
m m m m
s (a)p (j,a,3}+s (a+l)a (j,a,3)
m m m 1'0
s (a)p (j.a.4)+s (a+l)Q (j.a,4)
m m m ill
-5n(j .a.N)
o
r (a)
m
r (a)§ (a)+r (a+l)r (a)
m til m m
r (a)p (j,a,3)+r (a+l)Cl (j.a.3)
m m mIn"
r'l1 ( a ) Pm(j ,a. 4) -} r in( a"r 1 ) QU1 ( j ,a , 4 )
Repeating th2 procedure for a middle node (and for int(p) odd. for
both types of nodes)--F1gures A~2b-d-~d for dlffer~nt 1nterpolators---
Figures A.2a-b--and r"collecting the results (omitted here). we obtai11 t]1e
general recurrance formula expressed in the text by Equation 30.
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ABSTRACfS
We present a systematic analysis of the consistency 1 stability. and
convergence of the solution of the linear advection equation by the
Backwards Method of Chracterlstics (BMC). which ShOt1S the dependence of
these properties on the interpolator selected to find the concentrations at
the feet of the charfLcterist1c lirle9. The Bi4C is unco11ditionally
consistent for interpolators that match nodal concentrations exactly;
however, stability, hence convergence, has to be assessed in a interpolator-
per-interpolator bas~s, and criteria, based on th~ Fourier :~alysis of a
general BMC algorithm. are derived for such evaluation: the application of
these criteria indicates that common choices of i~~2rpolators lead to
stability and convergence. The apparent paradox of the BMC being
convergent and improving its accuracy as At increases (for fixed Ax and
total computational time) is explained through the different dependence of
errors on At above and below Courant number one.
1. INTRODUCTION
A review of alternative methods for the solution of the transport
equation suggests (e.g., see [84J) that they fit into three very general
categories--Eulerian (EM), Lagrangian (LM) and Eulerian-Lagrangian (ELM)--
according to the selection of the coordinate system for the equation
(Eulerian or Lagrangian) and. of the type of computational grid (fixed or
moVing). While EM (which use Eulerian coordinates and fixed grids) and U1
(which use Lagrangian coordinates and moving grids) may be appropriate
choices for spe~lric problems, ELM (which use Lagrangian coordinates but
fixed grids) are unique in their potential to combine the best aspects of
EM and LN. Numerical expe~ 1mentation (e.g.. [BI-84] e [HI-H3] ~ [Kl]) has
suggested that, indeed, EJ.JI prOVide accurate solutions for the transport
equation in the whole range between advection-dom1nated problems {where EM
have inherent limitations if shs~rp concentration gradients in the flow
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directioll are present) and dispersi1on-dominated }Jroblems (w~l.ile Ui
experience practical difficulties when dispersion becomes n()n-negligible).
ELM lack. however. besides tradi tlon. a well-esta.bl is1.1ed theoret ieal
background that may (a) validate them as reliable numerical tools. and (b)
guide rnodellers in the choice of computational parametars (At and Ax) and
of specific techniques to solve each of the sub-equations in which ELM
typically divide the transport equation {advection. and dispersion plus
internal sinks and sources}.
In this study. we deal only with the solution of advection. which has
been considered a critical step in the ELM procedure (e.g .. [B4J);
consistently with common practice. we elect to use the Backwards Method of
Characteristics (BMC) as solution technique. It 1s known tl~t the accuracy
of the BMC strongly depends on the interpolator used to find concentrations
at the feet of the characteristic lines. and a significant part of recent
ELM research has been devoted to find an interpolator for the BMC that
ensures an high-level of accuracy at feasible cost. However, two legitime
questions of a more fundamental nature can and have been raised (e.g ..
[Nt]) :
- <::an the BMC be consistent and stable (hence convergent). knQwing
that, for fixed grid and total computational time. accuracy tends to
improve as At increas~8?
- How do consistency. ~ts~111ty and convergence depend on the choice
~r the interpolator?
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Taking as a reference a general BMC that can accomodate a c}loice of
interpolators of class C (i.e .. preserving inter-element continuity of
o
concentrations, but not of its derivatives). we show that the BMC is
consistent for all interpolators that preserve the nada.l concentrations
exactly. but that stability (hence convergence) have to be assessed in ffi1
individual basis. Criteria are derived for such asse:ssrnent. The study
relies strongly on th~ Taylor-seriea and Fourier aralysis of the general
algorithm of the BMC. and as~umes conste~t advection in a I-D uniform grid.
2. REVIEW OF THE BAa<WARDS MEmOD OF alARACTERISTICS
The advection equation
Dc _ 8e + oe 0
IJt - at u i Ox =i
( 1)
states that the concentration, c(xi,t) remains constant along
characteristic lines that follow the flow. i.e., ~beying the constraint
(2)
The BMC is a direct numerical application or this statement,
involVing. per time step. At, two basic tasks (Figure 1):
- Tracking backwards. betweeL time. n and n-l. the characteristic
lines whose heads coincide with the nodes of a fixed reference grid. so as
to locate their feet.
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- Finding the concentration at the foot of each characteristic line.
by interpolation from the know~ nodal concentrations at time n-l. and
assigning i t to the head of the characteristic 1fIle.
Given a I-D ur.iform grid. and a constant velocity, this procedure can
be represented by the algorithm
P2
c{j.n) ~ c{j-~.n-l) - l
P=P 1
(3)
where (see Figure 2 for reference)
j - denotes the node where the concentration is to be conTputed
(global notation)
n - denotes the instant where the concentration is to be computed
a denotes the position of the foot of the characteristic line in
a local coordinate system with origin at node j-k (a is
associated wi th the fract~ona.l part of the Courant number.
fj = u·At/Ax)
Pl. P2 - denote ~he extreme nodes of the region that 1s used to define
the interpolator (in local notation)
+p - are elementary shape functions which. together, define the
interpolator
We note the distinction between the regton that Is used to define the
interpolator. and the region where the interpolator 1s applled--"core
element": all nodes of the core elements contribute the definition of the
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interpolator, but this may (non-compact interpolators) or may not (compact
interpolators) require in addition information from outside nodes. We will
consider. throughout this paper. interpolators with either 2-node or 3-node
core elements (which may use information from up to seven nodes).
Several interpolato15 have been u~ed or considered for use in the
context of the BMC. While most of our present analysis is based on the
general algorithm described by Equation (3), we wll1 refer occasionally.
for illustration purposes. to a selected set of interpolators, defined in
Table 1 (note: familiarity with the nomenclature used in this table will be
assumed along the text). These and other interpolators are the object of a
detailed comparison in a companion paper w concerned with overall
performance (including accuracy)--[B6].
3. ANALYSIS OF CDNSISTENCY
Expanding each term of the general numeri<-al algori thm of the BMC
(Equation 3) in Taylor series around c(j,n), and rearranging. we obtain the
local equilibrium statement
8c + 8c
8t u ax = ~ (4)
where e denotes the truncation error. and, as AhoWD tn Appendix A. can be
written in the general form:
~ AxQ+l aQ+le~ = TQ+rrr pea) At axQ+l + B.O.D.
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(5)
Q is the effective degree of the interpolation function, a concept
that we introduce to denote the degree of the highest degree generic
polynomial that the interpolator can match exactly. Q can not exceed the
actual degree of the interpolator. M: for instance, if a quadratic
interpolator is used, Q ~ 2. However. Q may be skDaller than M (e.g .. for
interpolators in'volving Hermi te polynomiala wi th derivatives estiTTlfited frorrl
lower~order Lagrange polynomials--e.g .. the case of the 6P-PL2 and 7P~HL3
interpolators).
pea) represents a polynomial in ~ of degree ~ =max {M, Q+l}: i~e.,
formally
pea) _ (6)
where b are coefficients that depend on the interpolator. and f is an
;J
auxiliary variable, that may take the ¥Blues 0 and ± l--see Figure 2.
ConsisterlCY requires that the truncation error vanishes as Ax. At -+ O.
being uncondi tional only if this happens independently on how Ax and At
approach zero. 'fhe nece.aa~ and sufficient condition for the consistency
of the BMC 15 then
hOt-I TJ ( ] p Q+1
lim Peal-It - lim l b p - ~ - int(~) + f ·tr =0Ax. At-() Ax •At-() pd:l
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(7)
The validity of this condition can not be taken for granted without
further analysis. Inde~. due to the "~~tng of ~, both positive and
negative powers of Ax and At can, in principle, appear in the expression of
the truncation error. and therefore. con.sistency may not be achieved t or
may depend on how Ax and At approach zero. The three li1U tually exc 1us i 've
cases of the limit ofAx/At being zero. fin1te but non-zero. and infinite
are individually considered in the following discussion.
Let Ax go to zero fester than At, i.e. AxlAt ~ O. While hoth p and
int(~) tend to infinity as Ax. At ~ O. ~-lnt(~) is kept finite (~1) by
defini tion. and, therefore. so Is P(a). Hence, in this case, tIle
con.sistency condition is necessarily satisfied. regardless of the actual
•interpolator (assuming Q ~ 0).
Now, let ~{ and At go to zero at the smme rate. In this case. ~ and
int(~) are held constant and finite, and so Is pea). The consistency
condition is necessarily satisfied by all interpolators of effective degree
one or above g but Is not satisfied by interpolators of effective degree
zero or below.
Finally, let At go to zero Easter than Ax. Now. 13 ... 0, and· !rAt{fj)
becomes zero for ~ < 1. Hence.
hOt-I { Q+l 11 }
11m pea) -It = lim Ax - l b - (P+f)P =
Ax , At-() Ax At-() At p
• p=O
{ AxQ ~ ~ p! 9 p-a}= lim u--p- L bp - L Step-B)! ~ -fAx.At~ p=O 9=0
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(8)
a.~d. b6cause both ~ and Ax tend to zero, all terms in the smmration over S,
but those with e =O. will also necessarily tend to zero: i.e ..
(9)
Hence. \\hen At goes to zero fas ter than Ax I the CullS 1s tency cond i t ion
is necessarily satisfied for all interpolators ttl9.t make l'{f) zero; for
other interpolators, this condition can be satisfied only when the rate of
convergence of At is slower than that ofAxQ+l (which 1~T.ed1atly excludes
interpolators of effective degree 0 or below).
Summarizing the above analysis I which covered all possible relatlVt
rates of convergence of Ax and At. we can now state that:
- If P(f) =O. the BMC 1s unconditionally cons1ste~t for all
interpolators of effective degree 1 or above.
- If P(f) # O. the BMC can. at be~t. be conditionally consistent. with
the truncation error vanishing only when AxQ+l/At ~ O.
- No interpolator with effective degree less than unity can l~~d to
unconditional consistency, r~rdless o£the value of P(f).
To under8~ what peE) =0 actually me&riS as a constraint. we
recall. from the definition or the polynoaial Pea). that
P{f) :z 0 <-=> fQ+l
- 112 ~
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We can now recognize that because. by definition. the value of f
coincides the coordinate of one of the nodes of the core element. a
sufficient condition for peE) to be null is that the illterpolator be exact
at such nodes. or. equl~lently. that:
if P = T
otherwise
( 11 )
This Is. 1n particular, the case of all Lagrange interpolators. a'nd of
all Hermite interpolators with derivatives estimated from Lagrange
polynomials of the same degree. which are. therefore. unconditionally
consistent. We note that. together. these interpolators represent the
largest majority of interpolators of class CO ever used in a BMC context.
The condition expressed by Equation 11 18 not strictly necessary for
P(tJ to be zero. but other forms of achieVing this identity (hence
unconditional stability) lack robustness outside the context of uniform
grids. For instance. the 7P-HLJ. for which the concentration at the middle
node of the core ele.ent 1. not necessarily preserved. still l~s to
P{f) =O. but this is due to a symmetry effect that would disappear if a
non-uniform grid were used.
Also. we note that. while it makes no sense to develop on purpose
interpalntora with Q < 1 {which are bound to have poor overs.ll accuracy}
roundiDc-o£f the coefficients of an interpolator may have tilts effect~ The
most significant example 18 the 6P-PL2. which baa a theoretical effective
degree or 1. but can not represent a constant function wi thin machine
precision. hence lead1ns to the uncondltloanl inconc81stency of the BMC.
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The effect of this Inconcslstency 1s llusrtrated in Figtlre 3. tcll(ing as a
reference the problem of the constant advection of a Gauss-hill, which was
solved--for fixed total time and time step, but variable Ax--using the
6P-PL2 and the 4P-LR2 interpolators: whi Ie for the 4P-LR2 aCC\lracy irnproves
as Ax decreases. for t~le 6P-PJ.2 accuracy deteriorates 1nt he reg10 of small
Ax.
4. ANALYSIS OF STABILITY
4. 1. Stabl 11 ty crt teris.
Stability requires that errors generated in the arithmetic operations
needed to actually apply the numerical algorithm be not amplified by this
algorithm. This property is commonly analysed by observing the errors in
the propagation of individual Fourier components of the solution: the
numerical method will be stable if the amplitudes of these errors converge
to a finite limit. as the number of time steps goeR to infinity (At fixed).
The Fourier analysis of the BMC was addressed in detai 1 by [BS], who
derived the general error formulae summarized in Table 2. These formulae
show that, for interpolators based on 2~node core elements. errors are time~
independent: hence. the requirement for 5~t11ty is that the amplitude of
the error in the first (hence. any) time step do not exceed wl1ty, for any
wavelength that can be represent~ by the grid: 1.e-~.
I G (a) I ~ 1
m
• for II ~ J/2
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(12)
where G (a) represents the error in the propagation of the roth Fourier
m
component. and J+l Is the number of ;grid nodes. Equation 12 is easily
recognized as a particular form of the classical Von Newman stab ity
criterion.
For interpolation functions with 3-node core elemeIlts, errors are time-
dependent. as a consequence of a numerically generated transfer of energy
between Fourier components (see [B5]). To establish a £o~l stability
criterion. we have then to require. in this case. that
lim
N-IDO
for all m ~ J/2 (13)
v th
where H (a.N) represent~ the cumulative error in the propagation of the m
m
Fourier component of the solution. e~luated after N time steps, and ~ is
some fint te value (which w1l1. in gtftleral. be zero).
Using well-established knowledge from the theory of iteration, we show
in Appendix B that the necessary and sufficient condition for Equation (13)
to be obeyed i8
9 I ~ 1ID for all - ~ JI2 (14)
wh~re 9 (a) 18 the the largest (in modulus) eigenva~ue of th~ matrix
m
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Re{s (a)} -lm{s(a) } Re{s (af!) -Im{s (a±1)}
m m m
IR = Im{s (a)} Re{s(a) } Im{s (a±1) Re{s (ail)} (15)
m m mlRe{rm(a)} -Im{r(a)} Re{r (atl) -Im{r (ail)}m m
Im{r (a)} Re{r(a) } Im{r (af1) Re{r (ecil)}
m m m
The functions s and r are defined in Table 2.
m m
A less formal. but perhaps more intuitive stability criterion can also
be derived, based on the empirical obse~t1on ([B5]) that, after a finite
number of time steps, propagation errors per time step become t ime--
independent, except for L = 4Ax. Indeed, this suggests that stability
m
requires, in a direct extens1c,n of Von Newman cri ter10n to the case of
3-node core elements. that:
vH (a,N)
m
vH (a,N-I)
m
and
for m ~ J/2 and L ~ 4Ax. for large N
m
(16)
11m
N--
for L = 4Ax
m
(17)
The criteria expressed respectively by Equations (14) and (17)-(18)
should be equivalent.
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4.2. The stability of the BMC for specific interpolators
The application of any of the above stability criteria Is. for rnost
interpolators, a very hard--if at all possible--task. wheL pursued
analytically. l~o overcome this difficulty, we reconmend the numerical
generation of charts defining the regions of stability as a fU!Lction of
both a and L lAx. such as those presented in Figure 4a.-b. These charts
m
should cover a domain bounded by 2 ~ L lax ~ t (with t chosen large enough
m
to represent infinity). and by 0 ~ a ~ 1; we took t = 50, and computed the
amplification factors in a support grid characterized by Aa = 0.02 and
AL = O.50-Ax.
m
Figures 4a-b represent. respectivelyo the amplification factors (in
the first time step) for a non-compact cubic interpolator, 4P~LP~. rold for
the also non-compact 6P-PL2: both interpolators have 2~node core ~lements.
hence Equation (12) prevails as the proper stability criterion. We note
that the BMC Is stable for the former interpolator. and unstable for the
latter. Ie also note that, unlike for the 4P-LR2. the amplification
factors Eor the 6P-PL2 are not symmetrical around a = 0.5 (a d~v1ation that
results directly from the approximations introduced in the eval\1ation of
the coefficients of the 6P-PL2).
Figure. 4c-d, in turn, concern the compact quadratic interpolator.
3P-LI3, and the non-compact 5P-HL3 interpolator, constructed from tIle
estimation of derivative. of a cubic Hermite polynomial: both interpolators
have 3-node core elements. The figures show. for each interpolator, the
amplification factors per ttlle step (after a "large" nWDber of time 5teps--
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40)) . We note that (a) the BMC is stable for the 3P-L.I3. whi Ie 1 t 1s
unstable for the 5P-HL3: (b) except at or near L lAx = 4--where cumulative
111
amplification 1s virtually null (r~sults not ShoMl)--arr~lificationfactors
per time step are, for the 3P-LI3. f~ssentlally symmetrical around a = 0.5.
an indication that energy transfer between Fourier components is
approaching the equilibrium: this is still not the case for the 5P~HL3.
5. ANALYSIS OF a>NVERGENCE
Lax's _ell-kr.own equivalence theorem stmtes that. for a linear system
of equations and a consistent numerical method. stabiLity 1s the necessary
&Ad sufficient condition for convergence.
We can therefore use our preVious analysis of ("ons1.stency and
stability. to conclude that the convergence of the BMC (for the solution of
the linear advection equation) depends on the selection of the
interpolator, a choice of those prOViding convergent solutions (e.g .. see
[B6]). Here. we concentrate in the underm~lng of an intriguing aspect:
If. as suggested by numerical experimentation (e.g .• [BI]. [Nt]), the BMC
improves its accuracy aa At increases (for fixed Ax. and total
computational time. T). how can the method be convergent?
Let U8 take th8 4P-LR2 as a referen~e interpolator: the truncation
error or the BMC ls, in this case
2 4x4 84c
Eo =a e (a-2)e(a -1) 2..... ~ + 8.0.D.
-.At 8x"
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( 19)
which indicates that for large p (whele a is a weak function of Ax, ~t)
increasing At will indeed tmprove accuracy. at l~st in a mean square
sense. However, for (j < 1 (in which case a ::.: ueAt/Ax), we lave
4
u 3 3 22 2 38c~ =2~u At - 2u At Ax - uAtAx + 2Ax ) 4 + H.O.D.
ax
(20)
which indicates that. in this case, reducing At should tmprove accuracy.
3
although probably not very efficiently (note that Ax 1s the dominant
coefficient).
Because letting At go to zero. with Ax and T ftxed o w111 inevitably
bring ~ to below unity, the dependence of the accuracy on At 1s recognized
to be more complex than anteclpated by [Bl] and [Nt], among others.
Indeed, reductions of At will affect the accuracy of the a~ differently,
depending on the value of the Courant number: for 13 > 1. increasing At will
significantly (although only in a least square sense. due to the periodic
variation of a) improve accuracy: 1£ tJ < 1. decreasing At will impl·ove
accuracy t but not stpl£lcantly. as errors 8'~e in this region dom1na.t~d IJy
the spatial dtacretizat1on--s8e Figure 5. for illustration. This general
behavior had. Ie•• fOrBllly, been antec1pat~ by [83]. &nd explains WIlY t11e
BMC can aDd will in general be convergent. and. ~till benefit from the use
of large At.
6. S1.JMMARY AND CXXllJSI(I(6
Both ca-m aense and numerical exper1IDfJntat1on l-.ve long ago
recocnized that the choice of the interpolator for the DIe strongly affects
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its accuracy a This study shows that this choice has an even more
fundamental influence. being a determining factor for the consistency,
stability and convergence of the method.
Most interpolators of class C pose no threat to consistency.
o
However, not all interpolators that have been considered recently to
improve the accuracy of the BNC lead to stability, hence convergence. The
Von Newman stability criterion, or its extension to interpolators with
3-node core elements. as propo8ed in Section 3. provide the necessary tools
to investigate the stability of the BIC. for individual interpolators.
Application of these tools 1. 11!u.t~ted here. but 18 used in a more
systematic way in [86].
The fear that tile ~ could be intr11181cally divergent [Nl] 1s not
justified. and the abi 1t ty to improve accuracy by increasinu At (for a
fixed grid and a fixed total ca-putational time II for large Courant numbers)
can be considered a der1it·~ te advantqo of the method.
Ie stress that. althouch the -= 1. an explicit IfJethod. it Is not,
unlike its Eulerian counterpart., subject to 8~111ty canatraints on the
Courant number. TIlt. is a direct consequence of the fact that we force
interpolationa to ~ perfo~ within the core element that contains th~
foot. ratbar than the bead. of the rel~t charftcteri8tlc lines.
Some of t~ fo~l tool. and criteria derived in this paper are
interesting on their own, and d••erve rurtbe~ research or application.
This includes, in partlculaJ-,
-120 -
The general ex.pression derived for the truncation error can be
effectively used to compare the accuracy of alternative interpoiation
functions. and to understand the general dependence of the accuTBcy of tIle
BMC on controlling parameters--see [86]. [B7].
- The stability criteria derived to account for the time-dependence of
the propagation errors can. in principle. be generalized to other numerical
methods that use quadratic elements (e.g .• FE-Galerkin).
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Figure 1
Illustrative sketch for the Backwards Method of Characteristics
Required steps:
1. Tracking of the cha~cterist1c lines. For each node j, a characteristic
line is independently defined by the backwards (i.e., between n and n-l)
solution of 4n ordina~ differential solution of the form dxi/dt = u t -
2. Interpolation at the f§et of the characteristic lines. The
concentration at the foot of each characteristic line (and. for pure
advection. at '~y other point of the characteristic line. including node
j at time n) 18 found by interpolation from known information on
neighboring nodes. at time n-l.
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Figure 3
Illustration of the convergence or divergence of the BMC, as a
con8equenc~ of the choice of the interpolator
While the 6P-rL2 interpolator Is more accurate than the 4P-Lk2 interpolator
for larger ~x. the !nconsistency of the former induces error9 to grow at
the limit of small Ax. All interpolators considered in this work (but the
6P-PL2) will iDfj)rove the accurflCY of the solution as Ax decreases.
Be BeReference problem: at + UBi = 0
c(x.O) = ~_ ~~)2}
c(x. t) ~ 0 Ixl .... "CD"
Computational p8.raBeters: At = 0.4
Ax variable
N = T/At 18 50000
u ~ 0.5
a := 264
------~--
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Figure 4
Amplification factors per time step, as a function of the location. a.
of the foot of the characteristic line ~ith1n the core element;
and of the dimensionless ~velength
(a) 4P-LR2
(b) 6P-PL2
(e) 3P--LI3
(d) 5P-HL3
Legend
Contour
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
AmpliEication factor
0.15
0.90
0.95
0.975
O.9S0
0.999
0.9999
1.ססOO
1.0001
1.001
1.0025
1.005
1.01
Note: Irregularities in the contours of the amplification factors
for the 3P-LI3 and 5P-HL3. near L /Ax. result from the
m
inability of the countouring code to handle the prevailing
gradients
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Figure 5
Dependence of accuracy on the number of time steps required to
reach a fixed total time
We note that accuracy tends to improve as At increases. However. in the
limit of large N (small At), the accuracy 1s essentially insensitive to the
variation of At: errors defin~ ~hen a plat~ui which 1s a function of Ax.
Reference problem: ~ + u~ = 0
c(x,O) = e~- !x~>.:}
c (x. t) ... 0 Ix I .... "co"
Computational parameters: At = variable
Ax = 200
T =9600
u =0.5
a = 132
264
528
Legend 1: a/Ax =0.66
2: a/Ax = 1.32
3: a/Ax = 2.64
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Table 2
Summary of formulae for propagation errors
1. ~rror in tb. first ti...t~:
Pa
C~(a) • exp(tX.a). l .p(a)·oxp(I~.P)
~PI
I.{a)
(net.: ~ .~)
• L
•
2. Error after" t1...t~p.
A. Interpolatora with 2-node core .1..-nta
"H.(a,N) • (C.<a)}
(Tl)
with
Sf iDt(l') odd
11 lnt(") .nil
p.(a,") •••(a)p.(c,"-l)+••(a+t).~(a,"-l)
~(c,") • r.(G)p.(G,"-l)+r.(a+').~(a,"-l)
p.(a,t) • I-lui
Im~Cl,l) • lui
{
-I
I •
1
f or corner node.
B.l ~t interpolator.
r.(a) • ,,(a)"'(~l~.)
••(a) ••_.(a)"'(I~.)".(&)CXP(-lA.)
B.2 "c:m-callPKt Interpolator. (5 DOCIe.)
{
["(A)...(a)J-=p(l~.)+f••(a)gxp(l~.)
r (a) •
• •••(4)exp(t~~) (a)QXP(-t~.).._.(a)exp(-i3X8)
••(a) ••_.(a).xp(l~.) (a)exp(-t~.)
B.3 MOD COIIIPaCt lDterpo!atora (1 ~)
{._.(a)-.p(S~B)+["(G)...{a)].xp(l~ )r (a) • •• .-.(a).-p(t~.) (.).-p(S~.)+fa(a)exp(-l~.)
8.(a) • [.-.(a)++.(.)] (t~.).[.-.(.)..,(a)]"'(lXM)
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(14)
(1'5)
(T6)
(TI)
('r8)
(19)
(TI0)
(Tll)
(T12)
(T13)
(T14)
(T1S)
APPFlIDIX A
Derivation of the general form of the truncation error of the ~~MC
Let us consider the general BMC algorithm expressed by Equation 3. and
expand c(j,n+l) and c(j-k~ ) in Taylor series around c{jon)~ We get.
m
respectively,
c(j.n+l) =c(j.n) + At ~ + At2 a3 c +
at 2t ax2
and
•• 0 (Ai)
c(j-k~m.n} =c(j.n} - (k+a
m
) Ax ~ + eeG +
(k+a )8 ~s
+ (_1)5 m AxS ~ + •••
s! axS
where all derivatives are e~luated at (j,n).
(A2)
Quadratic and higher-order deriYatives in time can be expressed in
terms of spatial derivatives of the same order. by trivial manipulation
based on the form of the advection equation. Indeed,
•
•
•
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(A3)
Replacing Equation (AJ) into Equations (AI). and. then, Equations (AI)
and (A2) into (3). we obtain. after some ~earrangement. the local
equilibrium (at j.n)
8e Be
-+U-=E.at ax
wh~?a ~ represents the truncation error of the BMC algorithm. and 1s
expressed as
~ =1- {-(I-I) + [~ - (keX + Iill-Ax.ae -At 0 0 ax
(A4)
with
(_l)q+l
+ ,q.
q
[ q '\ 9'f.J - L r ! (q-r) !
r=O
(A5)
I =r
rp .+ (a)p (A6)
The necessary and sufficient cor~itlon for the coefficient affecting
ththe q derivative in the expres810n of the truncation error to be null is
that
q
2
r=O
gt (q-r) A q
-r~!"'(q""-~r)...-!!- I r k -= p - • (k+a) .
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(A7)
or, equ1val~ntly
I -r
r
= a for r ~ q (A8)
The lnte~estlng consequence 1~ that, for any interpolation function of
eifective degree Q (i.e .• able to exaetly represent, within the domain of
validity. an, polynomial of degree Q}t all derivatives of order r ~ Q have
zero coefficients. and the expression for the truncatIon error can be re-
wri tten as
~ 0+1 AxQ+1 aQ+lc
e ={Q+Tff (a - IQ+1) it axQ+1 +
q+l q
+ '\ {~[ \ g! kq-r(aq- r - I >l}L q! l r!(q-r)! r J
q=Q+2 rsQ+l
(A9)
The proof 1s easily established. Indeed. if a generic polynomial of
degree Q.
Q
yea) = l
8=0
81a ea
II
(AlO)
can be exactly described by the interpolator U8ed in the BHC. we llave
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(All)
Now. comparison of Equations (AlO) and (All) shows t~~t. if the latter
thholds, Equation (AS) has necessary to hold, i.e .. the Q coefficient in
Equation (AS) must be ~ero. However. 1f Equation (All) applies for Q. it
also applie$ for ~lo ~2, .... 0, i.e .. all coefficients must also be zero
for q < Q-l. which leads to Equation (A9).
~'lWe note that (a - IQ+l) is a polynorrlial in a of degree
11 = max {M, Q+l}. where M Is the maximw)l expoxle&t of a in the i·11terpol(.-;~tion
functions. : hence Equation (A9) can be re-wri tten as Equations (5) andp
(6) .
APPENDIX B
Derivation of a stability criterion for the case of 3-node core elements
For stability. we require thS).t the modulus of the cumulative ~r~4or irl
the propagation of any Fourier component of the solution, evaluated at time
N. be finite in the limit of N~m (for all a).
From Table 2 (Equation 13). this is equivalent to requiring that the
limt of Ipm(a,N)elm(a) + ~(a,N}eim(a+l)1 be finite. Because g (a) and
m
~(a+l) are independent on N. the act~l condition for stabiility is that
Ipm(a,N)I and 1~(a,N)1 have fi~ite limits, or, equivalently, that the real
and imaginary parts of ~th Pm(a.N) and ~(a,N) have finite limits.
Now. fr~m Equations 14 and 15 (Table 2)
r Re{Pm(a,N)}
Im{p (a.N)}
m
IRe{~(a,N)}Im{~(a.N)}
= It·
Re{p (a.M-I)}
m
Im{p (a.N-l)}
Ie
Re{c.(a,N-l)}
I_{a.(a,N-l)}
(B. 1)
where matrix ~, described by Equation 15 of the text. 1s independent of N.
The t teration process described by Equation B.l is of the same forrn of
interatlon proceS8ea for the solution of linear systems of equations. which
convergence requires (necesary and ~jfr1clent condition). Eor any initial
values or Pm and &at' that all eigenvalues or the III!Ltrix R be less dum
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unity in modulus (e.g .. se~ [Ft]). This 1s then the stability criterion
for the BMC, for the case of quadratic core elements.
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ABSTRACf
This paper compares different interpolators for the solution of the
advection equation by the Backwards Method of Characteristics (BMC) , taking
as major references the stability and accuracy of this method.
Interpolators that enforce inter-element continuity of concentrations but
not of its derivatives (class ~) offer over interpolators of higher
classes the advantage of not impacting on the cost of other operations
reqUired for the solution of the advection or the full transport equation
(tracking of characteristic lines, and. if approprtate t SOll1 t10n of
dispersion). A choice of ~ interpolators, using information from both the
region of validlt~ of the 1nt~rpolation and its immediate neighborhood, can
match the accuracy of the cubic Hermite interpolator (of class C1 ), which
has. in the context of the BMC, been taken as a reference for qual i ty; th.e
handling of boundary conditions, and, especially, the extension of these
non-compact Co interpolators to irregular grids, pose some practical
difficulties, which are lnterpolator-dependent and require further
research, but should not limit usefulnesse
1. INTRODUCfION
Eulerian-Lagrangian methods (FlJI) have been increasingly used for the
solution of the advection-domtnated transport equation, in the context of
engineering and environmental problems. While significant differences
exist ~~ng available ELM. moat split advection r~om dispersion, solVing
each of the resulring .u~equatio~ by an appropriate specific techni~ue:
typically, dispersion 1. solved by a centered flnlte-differences or finite-
elements method. and advection is solved by the Backwards Method of
Characteristics (BNC).
The solution of advection 1s very often cr1 tical for the acc'uracy and
cost of the o1rerall procedure. in sp1 te of the great attractiveness of the
BMC. Introduced by [Ll]. this method constitutes a direct numerical
implementation of the physical meaning of the advection eqlmt1on. i.e. of
the fact that concentrations remain ~on.~t along characteristic lines
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tl~t follow the flow. The procedure is illustrated in Figure 1, and
involves. in each time step. At, two complementary tasks:
- The backwards tracking of particles assigned. at time n. to each
node, j, of the computational grid, so as to find the position (vtfoot tt ) of
the respective characteristic line at time n-l, Fj .
- The interpolation of all nodal concentrations at time n, c(j,n) -
c{Fj,n-l), from the known nodal concentrations at time n-l, c{j,n-l).
The natur~ and difficulties of these two tasks are substantially
different. The tracking requires. for each grid node, the solution bet~een
t1nles n and n-l of an ordinary differential equation of the form
(1=1 •...• number of dimensions) (1)
and 1s independent of the actual concentration field. This independece has
two important consequences: (a) the time-stepping strategy for the
tracking. 'between n and n-l. Ie unconstrained by the global time-step, At:
and (b) the error in the track1rC can be evaluated. by looping back to time
n and comparing the departure and arrival locations of the particle
associated to the characteristic line.
Direct control can therefore be exercised on the tracking a.ccuracy ~ b)r
adjusting the tlme-stepp1ns .t~tegy. by tr1&1~-error. so as to meet
some imposed error bound. A 2-D tr~k1ng a1&0';1 thm conceived w1 th this
philosophy. and allowing for complex flo•• and irr~lar grids, 1s built in
the Eulerlan-Lasl'1lDC1an £lnl te el8118nt lIOClel ELA ([82]). which has been
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used for the simulation of pollutant transport ill coasta~l waters (e. g ~ .
[B2] , [K3]): acquired experience indicates that, while expensive when
compared to other steps of the solution procedure, the tracking do~s not
compromise feasibility. even if ~verly strict error bounds are imposed
\eug., of the order of the centimeter, for computational grids with
characteristic nodal spacing of the order of one hundred meters).
By contrast. the interpolation to find the concentrations at the feet
of the characteristic lines is relatively inexpensive, but: (a) may
introduce significant errors if the grid can not, due to practicai
constraints. be refined as much as 1 t would b2 nec2ssary to reso!"Te
prevailing gradients of concentration in the flow direction: and (b) does
not allow for any simple accuracy control. as errors refer to the basic
unknown of the problem .. concentrations. The search for an accurate
interpolator has been the object or intense, but somewhat dlscoord1nated
research ([HI-83]. [KI-K2]. [B3]~ [89]). based moatly on numerical
experimentation; by their variety and specificity, results are difficult to
aprehend and compare. aDd a correct perspective of the potentials and
limltat1o~ of available interpolator. 1. much needed.
This study contributes to such understanding, by providing both a
qual! tatlve cC8P&rlsOD of relevant categories of illterpolators. and a
detailed quanti~tlve analyst. or interpolators oE class CO (i.e .• those
that ensure Inter-eleMent contlnul ty. but not inter-element
d1frerentiab111~). Both fo~l tools (Taylor series and Fourier analysis)
and numerical exper1.-ntation (baaed on standard test problems) are used ill
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the analysis, which ~es as a reference the case pure-advection by a
constant velocity. in uniform grids.
2. INTERPOLATION STRATEGIES: GENERAL OPTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
2.1. Global interpolators
An intuitive approach to interpolation 1s to pass a polynomial over
all the nodes of the computational grid. so as to fit exactly their
concentrations. 81Ki. then. sample the polynomial at the feet of all
characteristic lines. This approach has. however. definite shortcomings:
- The definition or the interpolator involves the solution of a system
of equations. characterized in general by a matrix that is time-independent-
and full. and whose size Is cOJh1trained by the total nwober of nodes of the
computational grid. While the IIltrix h&.s to be factorized only once (each
time step r~ulrlng only a backsubstitutlon). the fullness of the matrix
makes the procedure impractical for most grids, in most computers other
than main-frames.
- The order of the interpolator depends on the nUluber of comp\ltatiollfil
nodes. and will of ten be in the hundreds or thousand.s. As a COllDequence.
and given the form of tlMt tertidl in the IIIl1trlx (assuming a 1-D grid. &ij:::
Xi j-l. wi th j from 1 to the number of nodes). very large and very small
terms w111 co-extst. leading ..at likely to poor accuracy in the solution
of the system of equations. Alae. high order polynomial:;. £1 t to non-
polynomial functions. tend to v1a1e between nodes. while approxinating non--
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polynomial functions. which is a source for numerical instability, or at
least. significant phase errors.
An alternative. keeping up with the 1d~~ of a global interpolator, is
to fit all nodal concentrations only in a least square sense, taking, for
instance. a polynomial of specified order as a reference. In this case,
storage requirements drop by several orders of magnitude. being determined
by the order of the selected polynomial; required CPtJ time per time step
increases, but. as no huge initial matrix factorization is necessary, total
CPU time should be decreased drastically. However. such globe.l
interpolators can not ensure that nodal concentrations will be exact at th~
grid nodes. and. therefore, from the ro~l analysis of [B7] , they are
likely to lead to inconsistency--l.e .• the numerical approximation to the
advection equation D'Ily not IIBtch the exact differential equation as Ax and
At approach zero.
To the author's knowledge. no att~t has ever been made to use global
interpolators in a BMC context. while, historically, this may have been
biased by the fact that the BIle was developpe-d to support d!screte
numerical method. (based on the idea or local expansions of fun.ctions and
its derivatives and/or integrals). the present analysis suggests that t!!e
use of global interpolators Is. indeed, unlikely to be generally
attractive.
2.2. Local i11terpolators
The C~ .t~t8IY for interpolation 1s the piece-wise definition of
local interpolators. each valid only within a specified region of the
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computational domain (core element). Potential advantages of local
Interr~lators. relative to global interpolators, include much lower
expected costs. unconditional consistency. control of stability, and
ability to increase the order of interpolation as needed, over the
computational domain.
In the following discussion of local interpolators we will always
assume that the core element for the interpolation is defined so as to
contain the foot of the characteristic line. which has become a standard
procedure ([H2-83]. [BI-B7]. [Nl-N3]. etc). The alternative is defining
the core element based on the position of the head of the characteristic
line ([Gl]. [HI]. [LI]). but the former procedure has the advantage of
forcing concentrations to be fo\md always by tnterpoLatioll (as opposed to
extrapolation. which typically leads to instsbi11ty)0 without the need to
restrict the time step through a COurant-type criterion.
Local interpolators that have been used in a BMC context may, for
convenience. be grouped into categories, depending upon whether the
interpolator Is comp8Ct or non-compect, and upon 1ts class. Compact
interpolators use Info~tion only from nodes within the core element,
while non-compact interpolators may use also outside information. The
class of an interpola.tor refers to its dirrerentiabi 1i ty along the
boundaries of the core element. with r~rd to the interpolator of the
adjacent core element: C • with p ~ 0 implies continuity of CLDcentrationsp
and of its p lowest derivatives. Four general cat~ories of interpolators
are of interest.
- 149 -
COmpact interPOlators of class Co
COmpact interpolators of class Co. in the form of Lagrangioo1
polynomials. have been used by [B2] and [B9]. among others ~ The)f
consti tute a convenient choice. because they use concentr2ltions as unique
dependent variables and pose no special problems in the handling of
boundary conditions. regions near boundary conditions. or irregular grids.
However. the optimal order for these interpolators is quadratic. as
linear polynomials introduce excessive numerical damping (in the form of a
numerical diffusion). and cubic and higher order polynomials lead to the
instabi 11 ty of the BMC. as a consequence of the progl~essive increase of the
number of nodes of the core element. Even quadratic interpolators have,
however. a limited ability to resolve sharp gradients of concentration. and
may theref~re require the use of grids with very small nodal spacing.
leading to unnaceptable CPU and memory requirements).
COmpact interpolatorl of class C, and above
For compact interpolators of class C1 and above. the order of the
interpolation Is increased by requiring further information from each node
of a same core element, rather than by extend!.lg the core element. This
concentrates the 1nro~tlon used to construct the interpolator in a closer
vicinity of the foot of the characteristic line. and constitutes a both
more effective and ...fer fOrll of improving accuracy: indeed. as a rule,
inte~polator. of class C + will be more accurate than interpolators of
t
class CO of the same order. and .ill not involve the risk ~r leading to the
Instabili~ or the BMC.
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However, additional dependent variables (concentration derivatives)
are now introduced to the transport problem. which has. in practice,
limited the choice within this type of interpolators to cubic Hermite
polynomials. of class C1 ([HI-H2]).
While cubic Hermite polynomials have often been implicitly accepted as
a quality standard for BMC interpolators. they have not become a popular
choice in engineering practice, and recent research has concentrated in
finding equally accurate alternatives ([H3]. [Kl~K2]. [B3~B5]). This is
due to the extra work associated with the handling of the additional
variable(s)--c in I-D, C , c and c in 2-D. and c . c . c . c c and
x x y xy x y z xy · yz
c in 3-D--wh1ch. more than the interpolation itself. impacts the cost of
xz
the solution of dispersion (by increasing the order and the bandwidth of
the matrices that have to be solved), and the cost of the tracking step_
To understand the extra cost in the tracking step, 12t us take as a
reference the I-D case; unlike concentrations. which are kept constant. c
x
varies along the characteristic lines. as
(2)
Hence. a new ordlna~ differential equation is introduced per new variable.
and has to be solved along wi th the equation describing the che\racter is t ie
line. Even if. as in [112]. cro••-derlvat1ves are estimated. rather than
treated as dependent var18hles, the addt tional computational burden nay be
unacceptable for two or IDOre dimensions, if the tracking 18 performed as
accurately as It should (we note that [112] U8es a very simple tracking,
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without ac~uracy check: while this does not compromise cost. it seems
inconsistent--othe~ than for uniform of very smooth flows--with the
accuracy of the interpolator).
Non-compact interpolators of class Cn
Non-compact interpolators of class C aim to increase the order of the
o
interpolation by also using information on concent~ations outside the core
element. rather than by increasing the size of the core element or by
introducing derivatives as addi tional variables. They are expected to
avoid both soabillty problema and hl~~ costs; the price to be payed is the
need for special treatment of regions near boundaries (where ava.ilable
information is insufficient). and a non-trivial extension to irregular
grids; also. it 1s expected that. for equal degree of the interpolating
polynomial. they will be less accurate than interpolators of class Ct ,
because they ~se Info~tion farther away from the foot of the
characteristic lino.
The simplest form of non-compact lnterpol~t~rs of class C is a
o
Lagrarce polynomials. defined over the immediate neighborhood of the core
element. Earlier works have used quadratic ([Ll]) smd cubic ([L2])
polynomials. defined over linear core elements; we w111 show. however. that
the approach become. more att~tlve by using quartic or higher order
polynomials. defined either over linear (polynomita.ls of odd degree) or
quadratic (polynomials of even degree) core elements.
Al ternative non-~t interpolators have been proposed be.sed 011 the
use of co~ent~tlons outside the core ele.ent to e8tl~te the derivatives
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requi.'ed to define. within such element. a. cubic pseudo....Hernlitian ([H3].
[KI-K2]) or Hermitian ([83]) polynomial. The accuracy of these
interpolators has been reported~ based mainly on nlnnerical experimentation,
as very similar to that of the cubic Hermite interpolator of class Ct. We
will show. however. that most of these interpolators are actl~lly unstable---
although weakly (i.e .• amplification factors close to \mity), and in a way
that is independent of the COurant number--and that the observed appe.rent
accuracy 1s a manifestation of such instability: the amplification of some
Fourier components of the sol.ution compensates for tIle damping of others,
for the test problems and computational parameters ttat ~..ave beel} used.
The question of whether these schemes will still be useful in practice,
given the fact that the BMC jq a numerical method particularly well~adapted
to large time steps (hence, typically, small number of time steps)i is
legitimate, and w111 be addressed in latter sections.
A t'lird conceivable form of non-compact C interpolators is based on
o
the use of locally-defined splines. To the author's knowledge. this
approach 1s first explored in .t~ detail in this paper 0 We show. however,
that. at least for natural splines, 1 t leads to the same 'Lype of apparellt
high accuracy, hiding a weak instability, tl~t characterizes non-compact
interpolators based on the estimation of d~rlvatives.
Mon-compact interpolators of class Ct and above
Just like their C counterparts, non-compact interpolators of class C1o
aim to increase the order of the interpolator by using information on
conc~ntratlon. outside the core element. rather than by increasing th~ size
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of the core element, or by introducing derivatives as additlor~l variables.
To do so. however. they elect to enforce the differentiabilIty (but not the
value of the derivative) of the 1nr:~rpolator in the boundar1.es of the core
element.
This approach lmS taken by [BIO]. who used spl inez of different order'
and wi th different smoothing factors, but, in all cases defined in a glnl131
basis: th~ resulting interpolators are. however, local, in the sense that a
different interpolation function appl ies over each core elelilent. Ibese
interpolators are apparently able to match the accuracy of the ~ub1c
Hermite interpolators (class e l ). but repor~ed results are insufficiently
detailed to allow for a well-based critical analysis.
A def1n1 te drawback of these spline interpola·tors of class C 1 + 1s
that. like in global interpolators, a ~yst~m of equation5 with size linked
to the total number of nodes of the computational grId has to be solved.
For I-D and .;traig!lt orthogonal mui tl-dimens1onal grids. this systeni call be
built so as to be banded (tridiagonal. for cubic interpolators). and.
therefore. 1s relatively cheap to solve. Extension to multi-d1mens1on~1
irregular grids 10, howeve~. both conceptually non-trivial. arld potentially
expensive.
Synthesis
A variety of local interpolators can conceivably be used 111 tIle
context of the BMC. The seneral illplicationa or the choice of differerlt
interpolators were briefly analysed in this se~tlon. Ihil~ no specific
category of 1nt~rpolator. can clat. to be optimal, we f J.nd particll1ar ly
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attractive the versatility and potential low cost of CO~ict and non-
compact interpolators of class C . and will discuss in further detail. in
o
the next sections. their potentials and limitations. Ii1 particular. vie
will show that some of these interpolators can match. in what seenlS to be
an overall mor~ efficient way-~1ven the fact tllat concentration
derivatives have not to be l~dled as additional dependent variables--the
accut~cy of the cubic Hermite polynomial (class C1 ) proposed by Holly and
co-workers [HI-H2].
3. DETAILED roMPARISON OF INTERPOLATORS OF~ C'o
3.1. Definitions
This section provides a detailed comparison of the performance of the
&Me, for different interpolators of clasa C , including compact and non-
o
compact Lagrange polynomials, hybrid Hermitian-Lagrangian polynomials, and
natural splines. The terms of reference are consistency, stability, and
accuracy.
Table 1 defines the selected interpolators, and Table 2 illustrates,
whe~ appropriate, their generation procedure for I-D uniform grids. ~ro
simplify the reference to individual interpolators, we will use the
notation
nP-XXm
.her'!
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- n is the number of nodes that contibute to define the interpolator:
~ XX is an alphanumerlc g denoting the type of interpolator: LI for
compact Lagrangian; LR for non-c0mp9.ct Lagrangian: HL for llybrld. bui 1 t
from the estimation of the derivatives of a Hermite polynomial; PL for
hybrid. built by estimating the derivatives of a pseudo-Hermite polynomial:
and SP. for splines;
- m is the number of node~ of the core element.
We note that the BMC algorithm can be written. for all these
interpolators. in the general form:
P2
c(j.n) =c(j-p.n-l) = l
P=p.
+ (a).c(j-k+p)p (3)
where (see Figure 2 for reference)
j - denotes the node where the concentration Is to be computed
(global notation)
n - denotes the In.~t where the concentration 1s to be computed
a - denotes the po81tlon of the foot of the characteristic line in
a local eoordlnate syate- with origin at node j~k ( a is
associated the fractional part of the Courant number
(IJ = u-At/Ax)
P•• P2 - denote the extreme node. ~f the reKton that is used to define
the lntei~lator (in local notation}
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+p - are elementary shape functions which. together. define the
interpolator
3.2. Analysis of consistency
For interpolators leading to algor! thms of the g~'lleral form of
Equation 1. a sufficient condition for the unconditional consistency of the
BMC is that the interpolation be exact at all nodes of the core element
([B1]). This trivial condition ls~ in concept. obeyed by all interpolators
of Table 1. In the case of the 6P-PL2. however. round-off errors were
introduced by [Kl] in the evaluation of the interpolation coefficients,
which makes the interpolator inconsistent; indeed. the truncation erro~
becomes of the farm
-4~ = (3A7 a - 4.2)-10 c + ... (4)
and obviously does not vanish even 1£ Ax. At go to zero. lne inconsistency
1s weak. and not of a fundamental nature: 1t can be r~,~f~*j. by
recalculation of the proper coefficients of the interpolator. if this is
found to be otherwise att~tlve. The results shown in latter sections
arec for the interpolator as proposed by [Kl]. hence reflect (and are used
to ~11u.trate) the effect of inconsistency.
3.3. Analysts of .~lltty
Unlike consistency, stability proves to be a major factor of
distinction amonc interpolators. In [87]. we provide the theoretical basis
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for the analysis of stability of BMC w!th interpolators of class C
o
(assuming uniform flows and grids). Quite conventionally, we define
stability as the ability of the numerical method to propagate without
amplification all Fourier components with wavelength above 2Ax; to assess
this property we derived criteria that extend the conventional Von Newrr~1
criterion to quadratic core elements. These criteria account for the fact
that interpolators with quadratic or higher order core elements internally
generate energy transfer between Fourier components. until an eqUilibrium
1s reached (which G!ten reqUires several tens to a fe"\'f llundreds time
steps). Only after this eqUilibrium 1s reach is the amplification factor
per time-step time-lnde~ndent.
Figure 3 shows amplification factors per time step, as a function of IT
and the dimensionless wavelength L lAx. for the different interpolators of
m
Table 1. For interpolators with linear core elements. these factors refer
to any time step. while for quadratic core elemnts they refer to the
equilibrium state (and were actually computed as the ratio between
cumulative errors after 400 and 399 time steps). For the 4P-LI4. the only
of the considered interpolators that has a higher than quadratic (cubic)
core element, the amplification factors shown correspond to the first time
step.
Taking those figures as a reference, we fina th£t:
- For Lagrangian interpolators. wi th 11.n~r or quadratic core
elements. the ONe Is stable. r~rdless of the actual order of the
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polynomial. By contrast. instability arises for cubic compact Lagrangian
polynomials (we note that Figure 3 can only suggest the instability o~ the
4P-LI4. as it shows amplification factors in the first tIme ~tep. rather
than at a time where energy transfer between Fourier components has
stopped; however, numerical experimentation confirms the instability).
- From the hybrid Hermiti~-Lagrang1anpolynomials (HI. PL). only the
4P-HL2 leads to stability. The instability ass~1ated with the otller
interpolators is however very weak. in the sense of amplication factors
very close to unity. A significant difference among these interpolators is
the size and the location of the zones of the a - L /Ax plane that induce
m
amplification; those zones have a minimal extent (and concentrate in the
smaller wavelengths) for the 8P-PL2. but affect most of the plane in the
other cases. The round-off errors in the calculation of the 6P-PL2.
discussed in Section 4.2). are sholl'ing up strongly in the syrrmetry of tIle
amplifying factors.
- The two interpolators based on natural splines lead also to
instability, this being stronger than for HP and FL interpolators, in th~
sense that the amplification factors are larger (but still close t~ unity).
3.4. Analysis of accuracy
3.4.1. Numerical damping and numerical dispersion
Numerical damping and numerical dispersion result. respectively. from
the amplitude and celerity (or phase) errors in the propagation of
individual Fourier components of the solution. No nUIIfJrica.l method is able
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to avoid both types or errors, and the balance between them 1s determinant
for accuracy_
We note, to avoid common misinterpretation, that both amplitude and
celeri ty errors can independently lead both to the redllction of peak
concentrations, and to a wiggly behavior of the solution (resulting, in
particular, in negative concentrations). However. amplitude errors a.re
responsible for much more significant peak reductions~ and the wiggles that
they generate, unlike those due to celerity errors, are quickly damped and
preserve symmetry.
Figure 4 both illustrates the above aspects and suggests that.
typically, amplitude errors strongly dominate celerity errors in BMC
solutions. for centered interpolators (t.e .. where the core element is
centered within the region that contributes to the definition of the
interpolator); this is not necessarily so for non-centered interpolators.
such as the 3P-LR2 used by [Ll] (not consiuered in this study). for which
celerity errors may become quite significant.
The general dominance or amplitude errors for centered interpolators
is a result of the fact that the regions of the a-L lAx plane that induce
m
significant celerity errors typically overlap with those that have larger
ampli tIde damping. Indeed. any wave that tends to travel at a speed
s ignif:tcantly different frOM the £lew velocl ty will be Ciuickly damped.
contributing little to ~he numerical solution.
Because of this dominance. a mean1nsful comparison among the
interpolators of Table 1 can be perfo~ only on the basis of their
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amplification factors, already displayed in Figure 3 (see [85] for similar
information on celerity errors). Rather conventionally, all interpolators
tend to handle better larger than shorter wavelengths. 8l~ the difference
among interpolators can be evaluated by examining how well they preserve
the latter.
Such preservation is a function of both t}.e amplification factors per
time step. and of the number of time steps~ N. This is illustrated in
Figure 5. whtCkl display the actual amplifications of different
interpolators after 10. 100, 1000 and 1ססoo time Nteps ( a = 0.5).
For alternative unstable interpolators, the effect of the instability
may become significant after a ve~ different number of time steps. as
illustrated by the point in time where the amplification factors for short
waveleDi:hts start blOWing up in Figure 5 (note that this point depends, for
each interpolator. on a): spline interpolators are, in particular. seen to
be of rather limited practical value. In the actual numerical solution of
a given problem. the blow-up of amplification factors for individual
Fourier components aay or lIIBy not be of practical significance. depending
on their magnitude relative to the dominant components, and on the range of
a's that. as a combination of the characteristics of the flow and of the
grid, w1ll most frequently be called upon in the interpolations
On the other extreae. after one thousand time stepa, the linear
Lagrangian interpolator slgnificanly daaps out even wavelengths fifty times
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longer than h. The solution will look nicely smooth, but it will likely
be Ulmaceptably diffused.
In general. the ability to }~le short wavelengths lr~roves as the
order of the interpolator increases. improvement8 being more drammatic for
low-order interpolators: e.g .• the dlfre~ences between the amplification
factors for the 2P-LI2 and the 3P-LI3 are mllch easier to be acceped as
practically relevant than those betwen the amplification factors for the
6P-LR2 and the 8P-LR2.
It is particularly interesting to compare cubic interpolators of class
C (4P-LR2. 4P-HL2. 4P-SP2. 5P-HL3. 5P-SP3. 6P-PL2 and 8P-PL2). among
o
themselves and with the cubic Her.ite interpolator of cla.ss Ct. To assist
on this comparison. we use as a reference the test p~oblem of constant
advection of a Gauss-hill. Eor which solutions are presented in Figure 6 r
for a choice of interpolators.
Ie observe a clear overall best perforD'Bl'lce or the C interpolators
. 0
involVing the largest number of nodes. with interpolators with five or more
nodes actually outperforllinc the cubic Benal te interpolator of class C1 •
2P-HI2. From the charts or 811P11£lcatlon factors shown earlier, this
outperfortl'lUlce Is, however. recos;ntzed to be somewhat artificial and mostly
uncontrolled. as 1t re8Ul ta fran the ee-penaatlon of the damping of some
wavelengths by the -..pllf1cat1on of others; for a different problem. or for
the same problea at a latter tl.e. the a.pliflcatlon ~rfect may become
dominant. and lead to poor accuracy and lnatabtl1ty. Thts empllB.eizes the
risks of the cc.parlaon of D\8iIrtcal aethod. baaed only on nu.ertcal
experimentation. which. nece...ry as 1t ..y be. 18 unable to systematically
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identify critical conditions, and may be misleading regarding general
conc~us1ons.
Also interesting Is to compare interpolators based on the £a~a number
of nodes. We take the case of interpolators with five nodes (5P-LR3.
5P-HL3, and 5P-SPJ). The amplifying factors for the 5P-LR3, which is a
quartic interpolator, are significantly different frOM those of the cubic
interpolators 5P-HLJ and 5P-SP3 essentially by the fact that deviations
from unity lead allways to damping, rather than to amplification. ]bis
suggests a superior reliability of the 5P-LR3. especially for long-term
calculations (and according to on-going research. to non-uniform grids),
but may cost it a somewhat poorer performance for short-te~ calculations
(e.g. Il Figure 7). We note, however, that even in this case the 5P-LR3 has
an accuracy comparable to that or the 2P-HI2.
3.4.2. Response to grid refinement
We recall from [B7] that Co interpolators lead to truncation t'rrors of
the form:
hOt-I BOt-Ie
~ =P(a)·it Q+l + H.O.D.
8x
(5)
where Q denotes the effective order of the interpolator. i.e .• the degree
of the highest deKree function that the interpolator can exactly fit (Q is
at most equal to the actual order of the interpolator. M. being smaller
whenever a lower order pol~lal 1. involved in the definition of the
lnterpolator-e~s.• cases of the 6P-PL2 and the 4P-HL2). pea) 1s an
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interpolator-dependent polynomial in a. of degree ~ =max {N. ~1}: if the
Courant numbe~ is large. a and. hence. pea). are essentially independent of
Ax. At: if COurant number Is below unity. though, pea) is Wl explicit
function of Ax. At. The consequence. in terms of the dependence of
truncation errors on At and Ax can be examined 0 for selected interpolators,
in Tables 4 and 5.
The effective order of the interpolator is seen to playa key role in
accuracy. Indeed. from this expression. we observe that. given the
relationship between mo~nts and derivatives. the Qth moment of the
concentration distribution is the highest moment that can a p1-tor1. be
expected to be exactly propagated by the BMC. regardless of Ax (assuming
that no aliasing is introduced). Also. the largest expected rate of
convergence of truncation errors to zero. is. for fixed At. characterized
by A,xQ+l. and occurs for large Couranr number (for slll111 Courant numbers.
a = ueAt/Ax. and. therefore, the convergence rate should be reduced
reduced) .
These aspects are illustrated by considering again the problem of the
constant advection of a Gauss-hill. which we solve with a 3P-LI3
interpolator (Q = 2): the time step and the n~ber or time steps 1s kept
fixed, but we let the srid spacing vary. Results are presented in FlglJre
8. in the fOnD of error norma concerning giobli accuracy and preservation
of moments up to the 3rd. Ie note that. while both the preservation of tile
third moment and the global accuracy strongly depend on Ax (and global
errors. as mea.sured by the L2-error DOni. do decreeJI8. in the zone cf
3larger Courant numbers. roushly as Ax ). IItWIeDta of up to order 2
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(representing, respectively, mass, mean displacement and spreading) are
preserved in an essentially exact way. Extrapolations to non~uniforln grids
and/or f lows should be considered wi th ..:-auti'!)n·. On-goinp, investigation
tentatively shows that both the global accuracy and the preservation of
individual moments are sensitive to non-uniformlty--e.g~. Figure 9~-but
different interpolators and different types of non-uniformity affect
accuracy differently [85].
To contrast non-compact Lagrange interpolators w1~h other types of non-
compact interpolators. we take 5-'node interpolators as a reference to note
that. while for the 5P-LR3 the info~t1on from outside the core element
was used primarily to increase (relative to the 3P-LI3) the orde'r of the
interpolation to quartic. for the 5P-HL3 and 5P-SP3 that information was
used in part to reduce pea} and in ~rt to increase the order of the
interpolation to cubic. For an unspecified Ax. neither of the choices is
necessary better: however" the 5P-l.R3 is expected to become progessively
more accurate than 1ts counterparts as the C:Ourant number increases a and as
Ax decreases.
4. FINAL roNSIDERATIONS
None of the C interpolators considered in detail in the previous
o
section can be recognized a. optimal. in a general sense. However. given a
specific problem (cha~ter1zed In particular by the gradients of the
concentration field-which IIBy vary in time, especially if di£fusioll plays
a significant role--and by the -en! tude of the carrying flow). and a
numerical grid (often constrained by ava111able computational resourc~s),
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som~ interpolators or combination of interpolators. present important
advantages over others. which this study may help recQgnize.
Among compact interpolators, the 3P-LI3 wIll often be the best option.
as lower order interpolators (2P-LI2) introduce significant numerical
damping, ~d higher order interpolators (e.g., 4P-LI4) are UIlstable. Whi \e
the accuracy of the 3P-LI3 may be appropriate in most of the spacial domain
of most problems of practical interest, concentrations in localized zones
of steep gradients (e.g., --iicinity of sources, edge of advancing front,s,
etc) may result unnacceptably defo~.
In these zones. we may consider the use of a more accurate
interpolator. The C1 cubic Hermite int~rpolator, 2P-HI2. is a legitimate
option. but impacts the cost not only of the interpolation procedure. but.
especially, that of the tracking and (when appropriate) of the solution of
diffusion: furthermore. using the 2P-HI2 in only a localized region in
space Is unnatural. as concent~tionderivatives are, for this
interpolat()r. handled as addi tional dependent variables.
By contrast, non-compact interpolators are natural and effective in
providing local accuracy improvement. If. as we reconIDeM and are assumirlg
here. the 3P-LI3 Is ~en as the basic interpolator. non-compact
interpolators .bartn, its quadratic core element are particularly
convenient for implementational purposes: if the 2P-LI2 1s taken as the
reference. non-compact lnterpola.tors with linear core elements .111 be
preferable.
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Among non-compact interpolators, the 5P-LR3 presents a number of
aQvatages that may suggest it as a coherent first-choice: conceptuai
~1mplic1ty. minimal amount of required outside information. wiconditional
stability. and accuracy comparable to the 2P-HI2. A variety of options do
exist. though. and common-sense use of the accuracy information contained
iu this paper may help making specific decisions for specific transport
problems.
Extension of non-compact interpolators to IJIlll ti-dlmensional uniform
grids poses no special problem: for instance. In 2-D. a double sweep
technique. with m interpolatio~ being carried first in one direction. and
one final interpolation being carried Is the orthogonal directlon i as been
successfully used [H3.Kl.B3-B5]. The extension to irregular grids. of any
dimensionality. Is more challenging: in addition to potential loss of
accuracy (which 1. shared by cc.pact inteJ?)lators. and by any Eulerian
n\~rlcal method for solution of the t~~rt equation). it involves. in
different scale. for different ~~terpolator•• ~a.e ambiguity in the
definition of the lnte~~lato~, and ~l.k of unnatt~tlve costs.
Preliminary resul ts aDd concep\7~llZ1&tionMJge.t [B5] thtkt the relative
attractiveness of the 5pe-LB.3 lnterpol~.tor _~Y re::...ul t strenghted,l but
further research and actlal 1-.pl-.entatlon and application of this and
other interpolator. in tndu.tl)1a! ~..ode. is detDed necessary to clarify the
relevant issues.
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Figure 1
Illustrative sketch fOl- the Backwa.'ds Method of Charac teri sties
Required steps~
1. Trac~1ng of the characterlstJc line,. For each node j, a characteristic
line is independently defined by the backwards (i.e., between. n and 11-1)
solution of an ordinary dtrrGrentlal solution of the form dx1/dt = u t -
2. InterpolatiQD at the feet of the characteristic lines. TIle
concentration at the foot of each characteristic line (and. for pure
advection. at any other point of the characteristic line, including node
j at time n) is found by interpolation from known information on
neighboring nodes. at tilDe n-l.
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Figure 3
Amplifi~tion factors per time step, as a function of tIle location, a. of
the foot of the characteristic line w1 thin the core element, and of tIle
dimensionless wavelength
(a) 2P-LI2
(f) 6P-LR2
(bj 3P-LI3
(g) SP-LR2
(k) 5P-SP3
(e) 4P-LI4
(h) 6P-PL2
(1) 4P-HL2
(d) 4P-LR2
(1) 8P-PL2
(m) 5P-HLJ
(e) 5P-LR3
(j) 4P-SP2
Amplification factors per time step, for interpolators with quadratic core
elements. where computed as the ratio between the cumulative amplification
factors after 400 and 399 time stepm.
Legend
Contour
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Note: Irr~~lar behaVior of contours near L lAx = 4. for interpolators
m
based on quadratic core element., rf)flects limitations
of the contour1ns code to handle praval11ng gradients
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F! ~z:ure 4
Illustration of the relEitlve impc·rt~c~ or aInp~ i tude and phase errors
(a) ~P-LI2
(e) 6P-LR~
(1) 4P-SP2
(b) 3P-LI3
(f: 8P-LR2
(j) 5P-SP3
(c) 4P--LR2
(g) 6P-PL2
(k) 4p..-HL2
(d) 5P~LR3
(h) SP-PL2
( 1) 5P-I-IL.3
(m) 7P-HL3
R f hI Be ac 0e erence pro em: at + Uax =
c{x.O) =~_ (X;))~~)
c{x.t) ~ 0
Computational parameter:i: At = lY2
Ax = 200
N = 50
u = 0.5
a = 264
Legend: 1 Exact solutlon
2 ~r1cal solution
3 Numerlcal solution. purged from phas~ errors
4 N~rlcal solution. purged from amplitude errors
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Figure 5
Amplification factors after N time steps. as a ftll1ction of t.tle
dimensionless wavelength (ex = 0.5)
(a) 2P-LI2 (b) 3P-LI3 (e) 4P-LR2 (d) 5P--LR3
(e) 6P--LR2 (f) 8P--LR2 (g) 6P-PL2 (h) 8P-PL2
(1) 4P...SP2 (j) 5P-SP3 (k) 4P-HL2 (1) 5P-liL3
(m) 7P--HL3
R f bi ~Ct + u~~ ~ 0e erence pro em: u ux -
c(x.O) -= e~- .lx;;~}
c{x. t) -+ 0 Ixl -+ "m"
Computational parameters: a = 0.5
N variable
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Figure 6
COmpariso~ of the accuracy of alternative cubic interpolators
R f b 1 8c + u8c -_ ae erence pro em: 81: ax
c{x.O) =e~- ~~912}
c(x. t) -+ 0 Ixl ~ "co"
COmpt'tational pa.rameters~ At = 96
Ax = 200
N = 100
u =0.5
Ci = 264
Legend: 1 Exact solution
2 2P-HI2 (reference Ct interpolf' tor)
3 4P-LR2
4 6P-PL2
5 8P-PL2
6 4P-SP2
7 5P-SP3
9 4P-HL2
10 5P-HL3
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Fi&Ure 7
COmparison of the accuracy of alternative interpolators requiring
information from five nodes
Be BeReference problem: at + Uax = 0
c{x.O) = e}p{- (X~y)2}
c(x.t) -+ 0 Ixl -. tcoo"
Computational parameters: At = 96
Ax = 200
N = 100
u =0.5
C1 =264
Legend: 1 Exact solution
2 2P-HI2 (reference C1 interpolator)
3 5P-LR3
4 5P-SP3
5 5P-Hl.3
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Figure 8
Dependence of accuracy on the grid ref~nement (3P-LI3 interpolator)
(a) L2 error norm
(b) Mass ratio
(c) 2nd-moment ratio
(d) 3rd-moment ratio
R f b 1 ~Ct + u~~ -- 0e crence pro em: u ux
c(x.O} =e~- iX~)2}
c(x. t) ... 0 Ixl -+ "CD"
Computational parameters: At = 96
Ax = 200
N = 100
u =0.5
a = 264
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Figure 9
TIle effect of grid non-uniformity (3P-LI3 interpolator)
(a) L2 error norm
(b) 2nd-moment ratio
R f b 1 aaCt + u~~ -- 0e erence pro em: VA
( (X-Xn)2}
c(x,O) =e~l- 20)
c(x. t) ~ 0 Ixl -+ "00"
Computational parameters: At = 96
N = 100
u = 0.5
a = 264
Grid characteristics: Uniform grid. Ax = 200
+/M Stell grid
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Table 1
Definition of spatial interpolators
2P-HI2
2P-LI2
3P-LI3
4P-LI4
4P-LR2
5P-LR3
6P-LR2
SP-LR2
6P-PL2
8P-PL2
4P-HL2
5P-HL3
1P-HL3
4P-SP2
5P-SPJ
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Table 2
Illustration of the Generation Procedure for I-]-:,rbrid Interpolators
Based on the Estimation of Derivatives of a COre Cubic Hermite Polynomial
(a) 4P-HL2
(b) 5P-HL3
(e) 7P-HL3
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4P-ill..2
Basic Hermite polynomial
wi th
ro(a) = .2a3 _ 3a2 + 1
r 1 (a) = _2a3 + 3a2
so(a) :J _ 2a2 + a= a
S1 (a) 3 2= a - a
Estima~ion of derivatives
-n {de _ 1 dPl(a) + dPa(a)
da · k- 2 da ::0 ciaJ- a=
-n {de _ 1. dPl Cal
da · k 1- 2 daJ- -
where
.L 2 ) n (2) n .L 2 ) nPlea) =~a +a C j - k- 1 + l-a c j _k + ~a -a c j - k+1
1 n n 1 nP2 (a} = ~(a-l)cj_k_2 - a(a-2)c j _k_1 + ~a-l)(a-2}cj_k
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5P-HL3
Basic Hermite polynomial
wi th
r_ 1 (a) = O.25(a3 -3a+2)
r 1 (a) = O.25(-a3 +3a+2)
s_1(a) = O.25(a3~2-a+l)
St(a) = O.25(a3+a2~-1)
Estimation of derivatives
-n {de _! dPt(aJ
da 1j- k- 1- 2 da
where
!t 3 2) !t 3 2 )Plea) =- ~a -3a +2a Cj - k+1 + ~a -2a ~+2 c j _k -
1 :J 2 !t 3
- ~a ~ -2a)C j _k_1 + ~a -a)cj _k_2
!t 3 ) 1; 3 2 )P2 (a) =- ~a ~ Cj - k+2 + 2'a +a -2a c j - k+1 +
!t :J 2 !t:J 2 )+ ~-a -2a +a+2)Cj _k + ~a +3a +2a c j - k- 1
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j"P-ID.3
Basic Hermite polynomial
1 de n denn+ n n
c j = r_ 1(a)cj _k+1 + r~(a)cj_k_l + s-1(a)da + s1(a)~j-k+l a j-k-l
wi th
r1(a) = O.25(a3-3a+2}
r2(a) = O.25(-a3+3a+2)
s1(a) = O.25(a~-a2-a+l)
s2(a) = O.25(a3+a2-a-l)
Estimation of derivatives
-nde _ TdPa(a)
da j-k+l- da
-nde _ TdPa(a)
da j-k-l- da
where
(a+2) (a+l) _ (av 3) (a+2)
= 2 c j - k+3 (a+3)(a+l)c j _k+2 + 2 ~~j-k+l
a(a-l) a(a+l)P2(a) = 2 c j - k+1 - (a+l)(a-l)c j _k + 2 Cj_k_~
P~(a) - {a-2)(a-3) _ (a-l)(a-3)c + (a-l)(a-2)c~ - 2 c j - k- 1 j-k-2 2 j-k-3
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Table 5
Truncation Errors for Alternative Interpo!ation Schemes
(a = f3 = uAt/Ax)
Scheme
2P-LI2
3P-LI3
4P-LI4
4P-J~
5P-LR3
6P-LR2
8P-LR2
2P-HI2
4P-HL2
5P-HL3
7P-HL3
6P-PL2
8P-PL2
________T..-....;r....un~ca~t~on error
u a2 c~Ax-uAt)8x2 + higher order derivatives (HOD)
4~4(U3At3_2u2At2-uAtAx2+2Ax3)~~ + HOD
Be {j2 C( ... )c+{ ... )ax t ( ••• )ax2 + HOD
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Table 4
Truncation Errors for Alternative Interpolation Schemes
(general case)
Scheme Truncation error
2P-LI2 Ax
2 a2 Ca(l~)2At axr + higher order derivatives (HOD)
3P-LI3 2 Ax:] a~ca(a -1)6At ax3 + HOD
4P-LI4
4P-LR2
5P-LR3
6P-LR2
8P-LR2
2P-HI2
4P-HL2
5P-ffi.3
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2 Ax3 A3 c
-a( l-a )m axOJ + HOD i
(3.1a-4.2)a.l0-4CI~[a2+(3.7K+3.5)a+(O.~.2K)]a.l0-4~ +
1~:[a2(2K-1443.8)+a(3.7K2+7K+320.1)+( .2K2 +18K-314.3)]u·l0- 4 •
a2 C + HOD
ax·
8P-P1.2
7P-HL3
6P-PL2
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1. INTRODUCTION
The numerical solution of the transport equation. describing the fate
of a passive scalar in a moVing fluid. has been th~ object of intense
research for the past few decades. A review of available solution methods
[B2. BS] suggests that they fit into three major categories: Eulerian (EM),
Lagrangian (LM) and Eulerian-Lagrangian (ELM). EM. which historically were
the first to be introduced and are still very po~ular. l~ve strong
shortcomings in the analysis of transport problems where advection has a
significant role vis a vis dispersion (the case for most natural flows) and
where sharp gradients in the flow direction can not be resolved with a
reasonable grid size (often the case for pollutant transport near sources
or fronts). In turn, LN, which perform extremely well for ~dre advective
transport, run into practical dirficulties whenever dispersion has also to
be ~olved, and have hardly been used in the context of realistic problems.
ELM combine the best a~cts of EM and LN. haVing the potential to provide
accurate solutions for the range of advection-dominated ~o dlspersion-
dominated transport problems.
Several research groups have. in the past few years, attempted to
explore the potential of rL!~ (e.g., Holly and co-workers [H2-H4, KI-K2] ,
Benque. Hauguel and co-workers [810], Newman and co-workers [NI-N3]. and
Baptista and co-workers [Al. BI-85, KJ]: other relevant works in the
subject include [B1]. [C2]. [Gl]. [HI]. [Ll] and [VI]). Because ELM are
relatively new. and lack tradition, the emphaat. of most of the research '
has been on developing .olution stratesies. observin& the resulting errors
(mostly throUSh numerical experimentation). identifying po•• ible causes of
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error. and suggesting a fix-up.
This trial-and-error procedure has generated a choice of specific ELM.
and has pin-pointed some of their potentials and limitations; 110wever. the
"broad picture" is still missing. while it is already clear that the
ability to recQgnize and explore such picture is. in ELM even more than in
other methcds. fundamental for efficiency and accuracy.
In particular. given their very "physical" approach to the solution of
the transport equation, and the inherent decoupling of the full problem in
fundamentally different steps (tracking of characteristic lines,
interpolation to find the initial conditions associated to each these
lines. and solution of dispersion plus 1ntGrnal sources and sinks along
these lines), ELM have great flexibility in combining, both in time and in
space. different procedures to solve s~cirlc tasks; an exampl~ of this
flexibility is the choice or the interpolator to find the concentrations at
the feet of the characteristic lines, which may vary in space (in such a.
way to replace or complement local grid refinement). or in time (e.g., to
accomodate changes in the charactertatlc cradtents of concentration in the
flow direction). \lso, due to the use of the BIC for the solution of the
advection equation. ELM can handle accurately a IlUch broader rang~ of time
step/space step ratios than conventional EM. and, indeed. the increase of
the time step may (depending or the relative role of dispersion. mean
advection, and differential advection) ~ead to improved accuracy.
In this study. we seek bastc insight on the dependences and
constraints of ELI accuracy. 80 .. to provide modellers with a reliable
conceptual framework for their decisions on computational IIt~ategy. The
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analysis 1s based on the derivation and examination of the truncation
errors of a 1-D algorithm that Is flexible to accomodate different choices
for time-discret17ation and for spatial interpolation at the feet of the
characteristic lines.
2. BRIEF REVIEW OF CDNCEPTS AND SPECIFIC IMPLDlENTATIONS O~ ELM
The conceptual approach behind most ELM 1s illustrated in Figure 1,
for 1-D (actual implementations of the procedure have been used also in
2-D. and could be extended to 3-D). The concentrations at the nodes of the
computational grid are found. at time n, through a three-step procedure:
- Definition of characteristic lines that start at each grid node. j.
at time n, and follow the flow backwaTds until time n-l or a boundary is
reaclled.
- Calculation. by interpolation from known nodal concentration values
at time n-l (or at boundaries), of the concentration at the feet. E. of the
characteristic lines; these concentration~ would correspond to the
concentrations at time n. if advection was the only transport mechanism.
More 1mpor~tly. they are also the correct initial conditions for the
transport )Jroblem. wr! tten in Lagrangian coordinates between times n-l and
n.
- Solution of the t~rt equation in the coordinate system defined
by all characteristic lines. ~lng as initial conditions the
concentrations at the feet of these lines.
To implement this procedure. FJ.JI typically 8])11 t the transport
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equation, written either in its differential form (e.g .. [NI-N3J) or, more
conunonly, in its time-discretized form, into two su~-equat1ons (aclvectioI1
and dispersion). Advection Is most often solved by the t11e Backwards
Method of Characteristics BMC (which implements the tho first step~ 01 the
previously described procedure), using a choice of interpolators, reviewed
in detail by [B7]: a Forward Method of Characteristics was alternatively
used by [BID]. but. to our knowledge. does not present any specific
advantage. and may lead to practical problems linked to the uncontrolled
deformation of the grid. Dispersion 1s typically solved by combining a
finite-difference (e.g .. [82-84]. [KI-K2]. [Ll]. [Gl]. [BIO]) or fin1te-
element (e.g. [B2]. [B9]. [HI]) discretization in space with an Euler
implicit or a Crank-N1cholson~-derined along the characteristic lines--
discretization in time (e.g .• [B2] and [H3]. respectively. Virtually all
methods have been used in connection with some local forward tracking
procedure. to handle gradients that the basic ELM can not handle (e.g ..
near sources [84. Kl] or fronts [Nt]). Physical, chomical. or biological
transport processes (source/sink terms). if present. can be treated within
the dispersion ~tep. or as a separate, fourth step.
3. REFERENCE .ALOORITHM
The ELM taken for reference in this study follow8 closely the
conceptual procedure described in the previous section, being flexible to
accomodate two alternative interpolators and tw~ alternative time-
discretization schemr:s. The governing equation Is assumed to be of the
form
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Dc Be Be
Dt = at + u(x.t) ax = L (1)
--, 2
where L represents the disper510n operator. of the form D·a~c/ax. The
description of the t~chn1que. selected to perform each of the steps of the
solution follows (a I-D uniform grid is assumed. as in Figure 1).
Tracking of the characteristic line!
The tracking or the characteristic lines. within each global time step
At. is performed by the backwards (i.e .• from n+l to n) solution, for each
node of the grid. of the ordinary differential equation
dx
dt = -u(x.t} (2)
nd
with initial condition x ~ x j ' The algorithm is a 2 order Runge-Kutta
scheme. with time step 6t < At: once E. at time n. 1s reached. Equation (2)
is solved in reverse direction. so to find the position of the starting
point. 1. e,. of node j at tilDe n+1: let u& denote the resul t by x j".. If
Xj-Xj " is larger than a user-imposed tolerance. the time-step is adjust~~
by trial and error until the cloaure error become~ acceptable.
lnte[pg~tiQDof cQDC§D$ratlOO1 at the feet of t~ cbaraQter1stic
linn.
To find the concentration at the feet of the cha~acteri8t1c lines, we;
use eitber a compact quad~tlc or a non-compact quartic Lagrange
interpolator. both Gt which were studied in detail by [B7]. Their
d~flnttlon 1. presented in Ficure 2.
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Solution of dispersion
(A) Time-discretization
The discretization in time of the transport equation. written in
Lagrange coord1na~e8. ~es the general form
n+l f
_c c_ = AeLn+1 + BeL'
At
where A and B are chosen alternatively a8
(3)
A=l. 8--0
A=O.5. 8=0.5
Euler implicit
Crank--" i eho180n
The space discretization of the disper'.ton operator resorts to
centered differences. e.g.,
Ln+l ~ D ( n+l 2 n+l D+l)Ax2 c j +1 - c j + c j _1
4. TRUNCATIOft ERRORS
(4)
Each or the steps of the procedure described in the previous section
may. and. in general. will. introduce numerical errors. However. errors in
the trackinc ~! the characteristic line. have ~ther unique properties. as
a consequence of the fact that thi. step of the procedure 18 independent of
the actua! concentration field; in particular, errors can be kept below
some pre-.ll11p08ed thre.hold (deflnod In the 10... of .-xi... acceptable
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distance between j and j') by reducing the tracking tlme-otep. ott without
affecting the global time-step of the solution, At.
For the rest of this work. we will asewne that the tolerance criterion
is set restrictive enough for tracking to be "exact." or. more precisely_
to have errors that are negligible when cowpared to errors in the other
steps. We note that this is not so much an approximation to allow for
formal error analysis: rather. it should (although apparently is not--e.g ..
[H4] , [BIO]) be clear that this is a necessary co'nd1tion to give
reliability to the all procedure: if t},e characteristic lines are poorly
tracked. none of the steps that follow can be expected to prOVide any
consistent correction--Figure 2.
To unders~ the nature of the errors in the remaining steps of the
nun~rical procedure. it 1s useful to examine the truncation errors of the
numerical algor! thai. These were derived in Appendix A. and can be
expressed as
~ ={~ + u(x.t>:: - L } =~int + ~~f + ~~~ + ~~~~
,- I
td
I;dif
where
(5)
~lnt - Is the error in the interpolation of concentrations at the feet
of cha~terl.tlc lines
ad~dlf - is the error due to the space discretization of the dispersion
operator
td~dlr - Is the error due to the t1me-discretizat1on of the dispersion
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operator along the characteristic lines; it lnay be conveniently
tdmdivided into two components: ~d1r' 8B8o~1ated with the time-
discretization along paralt~l characteristic lines defined by a
tdr
mean flow: and ~dlf accounting for the fact that, rlue to flow
non-uniformity. the characteristic lines may come closer or
ruther away from each other a~ time progresses.
Table 1 summarizes the expressions for these errors, ror' the different
choices of interpolators and t1me-dlscretizatlon schemes considered in the
previous section, and Table 2 summarizes. for the choice of a quadratic
interpolator and an Euler implicit time-d1scretization, the ratios between
the different types of errore (within a same tyme step).
No individual type of error can be identified a prtor! as dominant
over the others. Indeed each type of error 1. affected differently by the
characteristics of the~~tran.port problem (specifiCAlly, concentration
derivatives in space. flow velocity and respective rlerivatives in space and
time). and by the adopted apace and tilDe dlscretlzatlons. Both the
absolute accuracy and the relative impor~e of each error are seen to be
controlled by dimensionl••• pa~ter•• which can conveniently be
classified in two sroupa:
ContrQling parameter, that are independent of the concentration field
Courant number. CAl. u-At/Ax
Dtspersion nuaber. Dl • D-At/Ax2
Differential C:OUrant nUllber. CAlr • Au-At/Ax
CAl u-jx
Peclet nUII~r. Pe - Dr • 0-
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Au-AxDifferential Peclet number. Per - D
We note that only the first three parameters are independent: Peclet
numbers were kept for convenience. The magnitude of the spacial
variability of the flow was scaled by Au: for realistic problems. u and D
~111 also have to be interpreted as scales. rather than as local values.
Contro11ng parameters that depend on the concentLation field
These parameters concern the ratios between conc~ntration derivatives
tdf
of different orders. weighted. when ~dif is involved, by velocities and/or
veloci ty derivatives. Their ac:tual number and form depend on tIle c110ice of
the interpolator and of the space- and tlme-discretization schemes. To
minimize their number. we have to scale space and time derivatives
(although the latter will have typically a secondary effect); the following
scaling form Is suggested
aP
""
1 1 (6)~
-
m? IP (JIAx)p
BP
""'"
1 1 (7)~ -
8tP ,.P (NAt)P
5. AcnJRACYDE~ ON --fHE OONPUTATIONAL srRATEGY
5. 1. General aspects
For a given transport probl.., the accuracy and the cost of' the
reference FlJI will depend on the ca-putat1onal atratecY. ~lch includas
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both the choice of the space and the time discretization. end the choice of
the interpolator and the t1me-d1sc~et1zat1on scheme. This section provides
conceptual support for u rational dec181on~mak1ng process. by analising the
dependence of accuracy on the relevant choices; often we will use as a
reference. for illustration purposes. the problem of the transport of an
instantaneous source, &8 characterized in Figure 4.
5.2. Accuracy dependence on Ax
The effect of Ax 1s reflected on global ftCcuracy through the errors
associated with the interpolation at the feet of the characteristic lines
and with the spatial discretization of the dispersion operator. In both
cases, accuracy improves as Ax decreases. but errors will in general have
significantly different magnitudes, and vanish at different rates.
Interpolation errors will dominate for large Pe (oro similarly, in the case
of Cu > 1. for small Dispersion numbers). The JDe8Ding of "small" and
"large" (e.g .• see Table 2) Is lnterpolator-dependent: for most
combinations of realistic transport problema and feasible grids.
interpolation errors will be dominant. although the use of a quartic,
rather than a quad~tic. interpolator for advection brings these two types
of errors closer to each other--which suggests improved efficiency of the
overall solution procedure.
For & fixed Ax. accuracy 18 better for probl_ wi th smoother
grad1~nts than for problems with steeper sradlents. a well-known behavior.
In particular. dispersion ~ a smoothiQK effect on the cradients, as time
sdprogres.es, and therefore the lncrea8e or D. although increasing ~dif with
resard to ~lnt' contributes ultimately to reduce the absolute value of both
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ad~dlr and E. 1nt ·
5.3. Accuracy dependence on At
The dependence of the accuracy on At is more complex than that on Ax.
Indeed. depending on the relative roles of advection, differential
advection and dispersion. decreasing At may either improve or ~eteiiorate
accuracy. This is analysed starting wi th the case of pure advection, and
evolving towards the full transport equation.
Pure advection
In this case. the only errors come from the interpolation at the feet
of the characteristic lines. Within each time step. interpolation errors
depend on At only throush the location of th~ feet or the characteristic
lines within the core el..nt, character12ed by Q. For large Cu. a 1s a
weak function of Cu. depencllDK only on its fracti,)nal part. and th~iefore
errors per time step are, in tht. case, v1rtlULlly independent ~f At (for u
and Ax fixed). A. a conaequence, to solve the transport equation between 0
and T. we should look for the .lnl.u. n~r of interpolations (one. in the
limit. 1£ f~lble). hence for the larKest po••ible At.
Chooalng At ...11 ••0 as to decreeae 01. a .lIUSt in EM. is then a
generally poor option in the BE .olutton of the advection equation. We
should stres., however. that the 1111Provellent of accuracy as 4t increases is
tegttt.a.te, in the aenae that the n..-rtcal solution doe. not blow up in
the It_it of ...11 At: it rather tend. to an accuracy plateau that depends
on Ax and it. ability to re801ve prevaili. concentration Jradients.
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Indeed. as suggested by the form of ~lnt for eu = a (Table 1). and formally
shown by [B1]. the BMC 1s. for the interpolators consid~red in the present
work. unconditionally consl~t~nt. stable and convergent.
The effect of dlspersloQ
We recognized before that dispersion has the effect of smoothing
gradients. and. therefore. should ultimately improve accuracy. but that it
also introduces additional errors. associated with both the space and time
discretization of the dispersion operator. The errors in the time-
discretization have particular significance. as they decrease with the time
step At. and. therefore. may reduce or eliminate the ability of the BMC to
accurately handle large At.
The time-step that. at a given point in time. minimizes overall errors
td(optt.at tt-e-step) 1. the one than can bring ~lnt and ~dif as close
together as po.sible. For ina~ce. in the case of the quadratic
interpolator and the Euler implicit tl.e-dlacretlzatlon. simple combination
of the expre~slon of these errors indicate. the optimal time-step is. in
order of magnitude
(8)
Expres.ions of this fo~ can be .t.ilarly derived For other
interpolators and ti..~l.cr~tlzatlon.c~. (~ed on Table 1). and.
given a sreclflc probl.., they can be .1~llilad by proper scaling
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II
I
;
derivatives, so as to help the selectlo~ of At as a function of Ax; e.g. t
using the scales of Section 4, Equation"S becomes
(9)
where now M and Au have to be specified consistently with the physical
problem (e.g., Figure 4).
Plots showing the dependence of the total truncation error on At may
however be consIderably more Info~tive. Examples of these plot£. for
specific choice~ of (u. D. Au, M, and Ax) are shown in Figures 5 to 9.
They may be tntrepreted. for instance. as refering to the problem of the
transport of a Gauss-hill in a I-D flo•. Figures 5 to 8 assume the use of a
quadratic interpolator and a ~ank-Nlcholson time-dlscretization; Fi~lre 9
refers to alternative choices or interpolators and tlme-dlscretlzation
schemes.
We observe tl8t :
- The opt1...l At i.. In a larr:e ranse of .1 tuations. such that Cu > 1
(in contrast wi th what happens in EM). The optimal At varies
significantly, thoush. 71th all controllnc parameters identified in
Section 4: in particular. Eor a siven problem and srid~ it may vary as time
pr~res.e•• if the characterl.tlc concent~tion l~lent. change (e.g .. by
effect of dispersion) or if the role or differential advection rolatt've to
mean advection and di8P8rslon chances (e.g;. , aa in a tidal rlow).
- Larse velocity s~ient. -.y reduce the opt!..l tl~.tep very
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significantly (e.g .• Figure 8). This reduction is larger for larger Per
and for smoother concentration gradients. i.e .. larger M.. in wlitch case
tdf tdm~dlf is dominant over ~dlf--e.g.. see Table 2. The overall accuracy of the
solution shows no dependEnce on Per in the region where interpolation
errors are dominant.'but it consistently deteriorates with increasing Pe f
in the zone whern time-dtscret1zation errors are dominant: the limit
between these zones, for a given problem and grid. determines the optimal
time step. and depends on all CU. Di. Pet CUf • Per and M (e.g .. see Table
2) .
- Smooth concentration gradients may lead to either larger optimal
time-steps (e.g .• Figure 6) than those for steeper gradients, or to no
optimal time-step (accurac3 improving all the way down to the minimal
possible At) depending on the choice of the interpolator and the t1me~
discretization. However. errors are. for smoother gradients. consistently
much smaller. not only in the .~n.e of the minimal achievable error, but
also for fixed At. This ~e.t. that. when gradients are smooth (e.g ..
due to the long te~ effect of dispersion). the use of an optimal time step
may be of secondary interest. Eor p~tical purposes.
- The dependence of the accuracy on the time step Is also relaxed (in
the sense of a large ranee of At ~rovlding similar accuracy) when the
errors associated with the spacial di8cretization playa significant role:
this is typically ...oclated with _11 01£. with ...11 CU. and with Di
numbers In some intermediate ranee (e.& .• see Table 2).
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5.4. Accuracy dependence on the interpolator and t1me-discret1zation
Taking as a reference some choice of interpolator and t1me-
discretization (a quadratic interpolator and the Eulei time-discretization
sche~. say) the optima! time step w1l1 increase 1f the order of the time-
discretization is increased (e.g .• ~ank-Nlcholson instead of Euler).
keeping fixed the interpolator. and will decrease if the order of the
interpolator 1s increased (e.g .• quartic instead of quadratic). keeping the
time-discretization scheme fixed: in both cases. optimal accuracy will
improve. but the trade-off in costs should be considerably different.
If the order of both the interpolator and the tlme-dl&cret1zation are
changed the optimal time may either decrease or increase; the choice of a
quartic interpolator and a crank-Nicholson discretization tends to decrease
the optimal time step, suggesting that lnterpol~tlon errors are being
helped further than time-discretization errors (not surprising. considering
that the order of the interpolator Is increased by two, while that of the
time-dlscretizatlon i. increased only by one).
For uniro~ flows .i.e .• ~llel characteristic lines, it would be
conceivable to use for dl~r.ion (as we did for the tracking) a time-step
smaller than At (dt. say). 80 as to ~e larger benefit of the ability of
the BMC to handle large time-atepa--t.e .• to extend the optimal time step.
However, flow non-uniformity prevent. this atrat8S)', which would be
effective only If the solution or dl~r.lon could be done rollowing the
characteristic linea. hence requ1r1nc interpolationa at each dt (which
would then nece8.arl1y coincide with At).
Hence, for a fixed interpolator. the ability to increase the optimal
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time-step r~quires increasing the order of the time-discretization scheme.
which involves a trade-orr in cost. The difference in cost bet~een the
Euler and Crank-Nicholson schemes is minor, end we do recommend that the
latter be used in a ~ystematic basis. Further increasing the order of the
time-d1scret1zatlon scheme mayo. may not be cost-efficient, however;
rdindeed, 3 order accuracy in time would require considerable additional
work (including tracking). as illustrated in Figure 10.
6. FINAL CDNSIDERATIONS
Remarkable characteristics of ELM. as compared to more conventior~l
EM. include the ability of the former (a) to flexibly choose between
different spatial interpolators for advection (without having to c~e the-
grid discretization. anlor increase the bandwidth of matrices required for
the solution of dispersion). and between different time-discretization
schemes. and (b) to use larae time-stepa, well beyond CU > 1. conditional
only to the tlme-discretlzatlon adopted to solve dispersion along'the
characteristic lines that follow the flow.
The efficient use of FJ.JI Is. however. more complex than that of EM:
while ELM will in general be at least as accurate as EM that use similar
spac~ and time-discretlzation8 for the dispersion operator, the accuracy of
the former can often be ~tly improved by appropriate decisions on the
computational stratfCY. aDd. In Jartlcular. on the choice of At and on the
local (in time and/or space) increase of the order of the interpolator for
advection and/or the ti.e-di8cretlzation.
The analysis of the truncation errors of ELI. for alternative
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interpolators and ttme-discrettzation schemes g 1s of considerable interest
in providing a reference for the different choices involved. as shown in
this study. Such analysts has necessal~ily to include an assessment of the
effect of the flow non-uniformity, which plays a key role in the optimal
time-step. and. for larger time-steps, on the actual accuracy of ELM.
To our knowledge. this study prOVides the first conceptual "model" to
~~1de the choice of the ELM computational strategy. Prioritary steps to
improve such model include its extension to 2-D (flow non~unlformity is
more complex in multl-diIllE=Dsions). and its extensive application in
connection with industrial codes and actual engineering problems. The
succcess of this application is expected to require familiarity with the
trade-oEEs involved. coanon sense in the choice of the scales
characterizing the physical problem. and ingenul ty in handling problems
involving multiple scales and/or irregular grids.
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Figure 1
Illustrative sketch for Eulerian-Lagrangian methods
Required steps:
1. Tracking of the characteristic lines. For each node j, a clUlracteristic
line is independently defined by the backwards (i.e .• between n and n-l)
solution of an ordinary differential solution of the form dxi/dt = u i "
2. Interpqlatlon at the feet of the characteristic lines. The
COilcentratlon at the foot of each char'acterlstic line 1s fc~md by
interpolation from Imown information on neighboring nodes (time n-l).
3. Solution of the transport eauation. WIt tten in Lagrangian form. This
solution involves all nodes .1mul~eou~ly.
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Figure 4 Ex-wple of the choice of .cal.. for a apec!flc problem
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Figure 5
Dependence of errors on the nodal spacing. as a function of the time step
Computational parameters:
Ax= 25
50
100
variable At
T = 11000
u = 1
Au = 0.1
D = 1
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M = 5OO/Ax
Cu = At/Ax
Cur =0.1 At/Ax
Di = At/Ax2
Pe = Ax
Per =O.lAx
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Figure 6
Dependence of errors on the dimensionless length scale fo~ concentrations.
as a function of the time step
Computational parameters:
Ax = 100 M = 5
At variable 25
T = 11000 50
u = 1 Cu = At/lOO
Au =0.1 Cur = At/lOOO
D = 1 Di = At/lOOOO
Pc:: = 100
Per = 10
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Figure 7
DEpendence of errors on the dispers1ol1 coefficient.
as a function of the time step
Computational parameters:
Ax = 100
At var1abl~
T = 11000
u = 1
Au = 0.1
D = 1
0.1
0.01
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M = 5
Cu = At/lOO
Cur = Atil000
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Figure S
Dependence or errors on the flow non-uniformity.
as a function of the time step
Computational parameters:
Ax = 100 M = 5
At variable Cu = At/loo
T = 11000 Cur = At·At/lOOO
u = 1 D1 = 4t/lOOOO
Au = 0.1 Pe = 100/D
0.01 Pef = looAu/D
0.001
D = 1
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Figure 9
Dependence of errors on the s~t1al interpolator
and on the time-d19cretization scheme
(;omputational parameters:
Ax = 100 M = 5
At variable Cu = At/1OO
T = 11000 Cur = At/l000
u = 1 Di ... At/lOOOO
Au =0.1 Pe = 100
D = 1 Per = 1OlD
Legend
1: Quardratlc interpolator; Euler time-discretization
2: Quadratic interpolator; ~ank-Nicholson time-discretization
3: Quartic interpolator: Euler time-discretizat1on
4: Quartic interpolator: ~anka.Nicholson time-discretj,zation
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Figure 10
~llustration of the strategy for a third-order t1me-disc~etization scheme
Step 1 : Use Crank-Nicholson with time-step At to find -1 (a)c ---seej
Step 2; Use Crank-Nicholson with time-step At -2 beto find c j (C mustaux
found, which involve additional tracking. int.el"',olat ion, al1d
solution of the set of linear algebraic eq\1atlons associated with
spatial discretization of th~ dispersion operator}--see (b)
Step 3: Use a Richardson extrapoiat~on to improve the estimate of c j (from
-1 -2
C j and cj}--not illustrated
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Table 2
Relative Importance cf Different Types of Errors
(for a quadratic interpolator and an Euler implicit time-discretization)
Error
type
Dimensionless
controlling
pa.rameters
Condition for the dOM1nan~e
of the fir~t type of error
over the second
Cu > a: Dl =~
sd
~int' ~dlf
uAxOJ =a: Pe :: D
Cu s uAt
Ax
1 IAxc( 4J IPe >211-euf cis)
D1 ) 16Dl
tdm sd
~dif' E.di£
-I~--------+-----=-----------
tdf sd Cu _~
E.d1r , E.d1f r - Ax
Cu > a: Dl
-----.....--_..--_---~~-----~----_.-_----
D1 2 < J..!!.{ai-l) LI c C:J) I3 Axe'·'
Cu =a: Fe.Cu,D1
AuAx
Per • -0-
tdf tdm
~d1f' E.d1 £
tdm
E. jut' e.d1 £
tdf
e.1nt • e.d1f
Cu • a: Pe,Cu,Cu£
note: yen) any
.-lJxD
wi th v • IC or v • u
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of truncation errors
We consider first the general time-discretization scheme.
characterized by Equation (3). Expanding individual terms around tIle foot
of the characterl~tlc line. f. we obtain
n+l f Dc I At2 n2c I At3 n3c I
c = c + At Dt f + 2T Dt2 f + 3T Dt3 f + H.O.D.
n+l f DL I At2 ~ I At3 D~ IL = L + At Dt f + 2! Dt2 f + 3T Dt3 f + H.O.D.
which can be combined 80 as to obtain the local equilibrium
Dc I I {I Ire DL 1 IlL }
- = L - At - ( - - - ) + ( - - A ) - -Dt E f 2 Dt2 Dt 2 Dt
(AI)
(A2)
Now. from [87].
with
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(A4)
E. int =
Quadratic
interpolator
Quartic
il1terpolator
(A5)
Similarly,
Hence, the local equilibrium at f expressed by Equation M can be
rewritten at (j.n) as
(A6)
At D2" fit1L+~int+~. int)+H.O.D.
i.e. ,
with
Dc
-n = L+E. i +E. 1 +t nt L. nt At2 ~
12 fi'?<L+~int+~. lnt)+H.O.:>.
Dc td
Dt = L + ~lnt + ~dlf + R.O.D.
Euler
Crank-
Nicholson
(A7)
(AS)
td
E.dif =
At II..2 6t + R.O.D.
At2 rh
-,. R.O.D.
12 Dt
Euler
Crank-Nlchol.on
(A9)
Ie now expr••• the t1..-derlvat1v•• of L .. a function of dpace
derivatives of L aDd c, ualns the 10... of the SOV-mi. equation for
transport to ...tat In the traDllforllatlon. but .-kine no ••8UIIPtlon on the
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characteristics of the flo. field (i.e .. a general non-uniform. unsteady
flow 1s considered). This leads to
td tdm tdf~dif =~dli + ~d1E + H.O.D. =
DAt a2 L
2 ax"'--
n2 At2 82L
12 fJx'Z-
EuleT
Crank-
Nicholson
(AIO)
where kl , ...• k4 represent products of concentration derivatives by
velocities or velocity derivatives (see Table 1 for definitions). We note
tdm
that ~dlf represents the result or the above derivation for the case of
tdf
uniform U, and E.d1f represents a correction due to non-uniformi tie~~.
Now, we consider the ~tlal discretization of the operator L
(Equation 4 in text). to obtain
file ad DAx2 84cL =D -:2 = L + ~dlf = L +~~ + R.O.D.
ax ax
Finally, collectlnc the contribution of the dlfre~ent errors. we
obtain Equation 5 in the text.
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(All)
